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Abstract
This thesis examines the feminist attitude in two of Alicia Yanez Cossio’s novels. 
The novels analyzed in this study are Bruna. soroche v los tfos and Yo vendo unos oios 
negros. In the novels, Yanez Cossio writes to expose injustices and oppression entrenched 
in contemporary Ecuadorian society, consumed by patriarchy.
In Bruna. soroche v los tios, the analysis examines the concept of the Other within 
literary, historical and gender discourses. Each of these discourses exemplifies the 
marginalization of secondary class citizens and their struggle to free themselves from 
traditional social norms. The novel Yo vendo unos oios negros. demonstrates the 
evolution of the female consciousness within a capitalist society which uses all 
individuals as a commodity.
The female protagonists of both novels are used to exemplify the possibility of 
social change in the future. The novels represent the development of a women’s 
movement that seeks equality for both sexes.
Keywords: Alicia Yanez Cossio, Ecuadorian society, feminism, patriarchy, the 
Other, Ecuadorian literature, marginalization.
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Introduction
In recent years, the women’s liberation movement in Latin America has revolved 
around political problems and the lack of active participation by females seeking 
empowerment in their struggle against being portrayed as the Other1. According to Gloria 
Guzman, feminism in Latin America is:
A  political struggle for the eradication...of women’s subordination. It is a 
proposal for a change in the relations o f power between people, men over women, and the 
relations o f  power expressed in the different realms o f  life. We believe that it is a political 
struggle that will take us specifically to new kinds o f  relations, economic as well as 
relationships o f  power between men and women. (53)
The Latin American liberation movement also brought forth the production of new 
feminist literature. It was not until the late 1970's that Latin America witnessed the advent 
of a new generation of female writers. These writers examined social, economic, and 
political relations from a feminist perspective and challenged traditional patriarchal 
structures. This movement recognized the oppression of women based upon gender as 
well as class, and emphasized the importance of taking into account racial discrimination. 
The current objective of present day Latin American feminism is to break away from the 
old framework of female oppression based upon the categories of the patriarchal 
discourse. This framework suggests the creation of new individuals, both women and 
men, within a social structure based on equality and respect.
Ecuadorian author Alicia Yânez Cossio (1928) directly participates in this literary 
movement in an effort to rearticulate marginalized groups, provide another perspective on 
history, and promote the active participation of secondary classes in society. In particular,
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through her narratives, the author strives to question social roles assigned to women while 
simultaneously challenging gender power arrangements, and advocating women’s right to 
equality and personal autonomy. Yáñez Cossio’s literary contribution characterized the 
feminist movement of the 1970’s to 1990’s and she is described as “una gran escritora 
digna de figurar en cualquier parte del mundo, inaugura una nueva forma de novelar en 
las letras patrias” (Carrion 11)
In her novels, Yánez Cossío presents her dissatisfaction of the current 
characterization of women as victims in fiction. The author attempts to go beyond 
stereotypes and move past mere abstractions of the traditional male dominated portrayal 
to a woman's experienced portrayal of reality. In Yáñez Cossio’s texts we see, “mujeres
'Xque reaccionan, se desesperan, sí, pero luchan por y para sí mismas” (Coveña 11). These 
female characters “deconstruct male patterns of thought and social practice; and r 
reconstruct female experience previously hidden or overlooked”(Greene and Kahn 6).
This thesis is a critical study of the novels. Bruna.soroche y los tíos (1972) and Yo 
vendo unos oios negros (1979T The novel, Bruna,soroche v los tíos, previously published
V
under the title La cuidad dormida, was the author’s first published novel. The work is 
considered to be a prominent literary text in contemporary Ecuadorian literature and has 
been the recipient of many national literary awards. Michael Handelsman, who has 
closely studied many of Yáñez Cossio’s Works, states that, “Bruna, soroche v los tíos es 
la más significativa novela que una mujer ecuatoriana haya escrito y, de hecho, es tal vez 
una de las principales obras narrativas de la ficción contemporánea ecuatoriana” (38)4. 
The novel, Yo vendo unos oios negros, emphasizes female resistance and rebellion in
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Ecuadorian society. The novel represents capitalist society as the destroyer of both men 
and women.
Both novels explore the author’s efforts tpuse the female perspective as a means 
to break down the established traditional social structure. Both novels describe the 
consequences of female subjectivity and lack of identity, and are used to exemplify the 
opportunities that arise from self-sufficiency and self-responsibility. The author exhorts 
women to reach the full extent of their abilities, either through education, questioning 
their validity, financial independence, etc, as a means to achieve emancipation.
The following analysis describes a progression in female thinking and women's 
ability to recreate an identity that is self-determined, liberated, and an active participant in 
her destiny. Each of these discourses influences its female characters to challenge the 
established masculine domain, thereby, recreating their identity and achieving liberation 
from imposed traditional female norms. Thus, the novels present new possibilities for 
reshaping ideologies between men and women in order to produce desirable gender roles 
benefiting all human beings.
v
The female protagonists of both novels, Bruna Catovil and Maria, respectively, 
represent the successful archetype of liberated and authentic characters who question the 
roles allocated to men and women. The author proposes that, in order to reach 
authenticity and liberation, one must tackle the internal struggle regarding men’s and 
women’s roles in society, and presents an alternative view to the history, consumerism 
and politics of Ecuadorian society.
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The thesis is divided into three chapters, first examining the concept of the Other 
within different categories in society, and presenting the marginalization of women and 
indigenous communities. The second chapter is a critical overview of the novel. Bruna. 
soroche v los tios. which examines the authenticity of Bruna Catovil and her journey of 
discovery by means of historical and gender discourses. The third chapter analyzes the 
novel, Yo vendo unos oios negros. and examines Maria’s intention to become 
independent through financial stability within a consumer society.
The first chapter will also provide a theoretical overview of the concept of the 
Other. Otherness will be analyzed within literary, historical and social discourses. Each of 
these discourses describe the effects of the marginalization of these silenced groups. At 
the same time, the chapter will explore the process through which each of the female 
characters unburdens herslef from categorization as the Other.
In terms of literature, the chapter explains the use of narrative as it contributes to 
our understanding of a single masculine perspective. Yanez Cossio understands that 
literary discourses have always been a fundamental medium for reflecting, exploring and 
shaping human endeavors. For this reason, literature will be examined in its role in 
shaping and determining social expectations regarding gender roles. Thus, Yanez 
Cossio’s narrative is used as an example of how to provide a feminine perspective on 
historical events in order to change our expectations of gender roles and their inherent 
interdependence.
The chapter then describes the Other within a historical context. Historical 
resources, as described in the novel Bruna. soroche v los tios. will be used as a basis for
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illustrating the silencing of marginalized groups in Ecuador. First, the theories of 
Benedict Anderson and Stuart Hall’s notion of the Other examine the creation of official 
history with the limited participation of marginalized entities. The chapter describes the 
consequences of the dominant populations creating a hierarchy to control marginalized 
groups and creating a national identity of inequality and exclusion. This act of historical 
exclusion is primarily examined within Bruna’s family. Her understanding of this 
knowledge will serve Bruna as a tool for empowerment, allowing her to reconstruct an 
authentic identity.
The concept of otherness will also be described within a social context. The 
feminist theory of Simone de Beauvoir in The Second Sex, will be used to examine the 
consequences of women’s social oppression. This chapter will also discuss the source of 
profoundly imbalanced gender roles through historical materialism. Through an 
understanding of the female experience, the chapter will detail the notion of how one can 
discover the path towards social freedom. Beauvoir’s concept of existence precedes 
essence, will be used as the basis of a description of Bruna and Maria’s recreation of the 
self '
The second chapter is a critical analysis of thé novel, Bruna. soroche v los tios.
The novel details the life of a young woman named Bruna, who struggles to define herself 
within the confines of her family and a hypocritical society. The analysis focuses on the 
marginalization, within this social imprisonment of women and indigenous groups, who 
have been denied the right to participate in society and in the history of Ecuador. In
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particular, the chapter will examine the exclusion of the Other within historical and social 
contexts.
The chapter first discusses the historical factors that have produced an unequal 
balance of domination, and examines the marginalization created by “mestizaje”, where 
the dominant perspective supersedes the indigenous voice. According to Roberto 
González Echevarría, Latin American historical discourses illustrate the process of 
“unwriting” and “rewriting”. He states, “the new narrative unwrites history as told 
through conventional or outdated codified belief systems of the past and rewrites history 
through new paradigms and perspectives.” (15). Thus, I will discuss the author’s attempt 
to provide her readers with a new feminist perspective on Ecuadorian history.
For Bruna, her past is a conglomeration of fragments that exist in the memories of 
her relatives and has been systematically influenced by lies and uncertainty. This chapter 
details the idea that Bruna must understand her past in order to be able to change her 
future. Through the historical narrative of the novel, the author criticizes the current 
situation, official history and Bruna’s past, and uses a female perspective to interject 
within historical discourses and provide a voice for both women and indigenous people.
Within a social context, the concept of the Other will be used to describe the 
gender discrimination experienced by Bruna. The chapter will discuss the resulting social 
construction and inequality between both women and men in the city, resulting in the 
devaluation of female individuals, placing them secondary to their dominant male 
counterparts. I will detail the process through which the protagonist begins to formulate
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her understanding of her social reality and her ability to confront the hegemonic concept 
of patriarchy.
The third chapter examines the novel, Yo vendo unos oios negros. The novel is 
about the evolutionary process of Maria’s consciousness. María is a young middle-class 
woman who starts questioning the role women in society, as well as her own role in her 
marriage. In the a search for her identity, she abandons her husband and must obtain a job 
in order to pay her own bills. This process is important since it is the first time that Maria 
has had the ability to question the validity of her role as a woman and to develop an 
ideology based on her feminine consciousness. The chapter will examine the social 
context of consumerism as the destroyer of both men and women. Here, emphasis will be 
placed on the socio-economic order, and on women's role in the work force.
Next, I examine the main themes of the novel, which include the evolution of 
Maria’s female consciousness and the commodification of women in a capitalist society. 
First, the chapter will illustrate the many elements which influence Maria’s 
transformation to achieve her feminist mode of thinking. In particular, I will describe 
Maria’s most prominent influences, her alter ego named la mala amiga, and the women 
who she befriends at work. She meets a number of women who are also facing difficult 
situations; Pilar, struggles in her job because of her lack of physical attractiveness and 
Lupe, a mother struggling to deal with her recent abandonment by her husband. Each of 
these women, including Maria’s alter ego, have an important role in the novel, as each 
influences Maria's awakening and her questioning of a world dominated by masculinity.
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Later, the chapter will examine the author’s strong condemnation of capitalism 
and of the utilization of the female body for consumerism. For example, I will describe 
how Maria and the other women are encouraged by their male boss to improve their 
physical attractiveness in order to sell cosmetics to other women, thus becoming 
commodities themselves.
Notes
1 The Other is defined by an individual who is perceived by the dominant group as not belonging and
being different in some fundamental way. The dominant group sees itself as the norm and judges those 
who do not meet that norm as the Other. Categorized as lacking essential characteristics possessed by 
the dominant group, the Other is seen as a lesser or inferior being and is treated accordingly, receiving 
few or no legal rights. It is also important to note that otherness takes many forms, including, race, 
nationality, religion, social class, gender, sexuality, etc. ; ;2 In an effort to keep the thesis consistent I  have provided and translated all quotes from Spanish to 
English throughout the thesis,
“a writer worthy o f inclusion in any part o f the world, inaugurated a new form of national novel.”
3“Women who react, they experience despair, yes, but fight for and by themselves.”
4 “Bruna.soroche v los tios is the most significant novel ever written by an Ecuadorian woman and, 




“One is not born, but rather becomes, a woman.”
-Simone de Beauvoir
The concept of the Other takes on different aspects within the novels Bruna. soroche v 
los tios (1972) and Yo vendo unos oios negros (1979). These two novels written by 
Ecuadorian author Alicia Yanez Cossio examine otherness through the female perspective 
of identity, and in the narrative of self-discovery, there emerges a basis for women’s 
liberation. The principal female characters of both novels are particularly important as 
they share stories based on their lived experiences, fashioning their own thoughts and 
perceiving a reality that questions the traditional social structures. These women are 
capable of restructuring established gender roles, which allows them to rebel against the 
imposed confines associated with being a woman. The limitations imposed by society are 
meant to keep women submissive. Without the ability to question traditional social 
norms, women suffer injustices created by oppression from the dominant patriarchal 
social structure. Through these female characters, Yanez Cossio brings forth awareness of 
the plight women face in Latin America, and presents a unique female consciousness 
which questions the inherent nature of being the Other, demonstrating a new feminist 
mode of thinking. At the same time it is important to note that the author does not try to 
show that her female characters are superior to their male counterparts but instead aspires 
to show the social inequalities based on gender. As stated by Morgan Boyles, there are
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two main gender differences that the author portrays, “The first is to demonstrate the 
female's oppression by traditional, patriarchal societal conventions; the second is to show 
how males and females are different but, at the same time, the same, both human 
beings”(l 1). Thus, the notion of the Other will comprise three different subcategories of 
otherness. In the novel Bruna, soroche v los tios. I will examine how the author portrays 
otherness within Ecuadorian literature, history and a social context. In Yo vendo unos 
oios negros. otherness will be analyzed by discussing the gender inequality within a 
patriarchal structure. In the acknowledgment of otherness by the female protagonists, 
women are able to understand the history of their oppression and assess how they can 
possess an authentic identity in order to achieve liberation in their own unique way.
This chapter will also explore the various subcategories of the Other within the 
feminist movement, in which Yanez Cossio’s novels advocates feminism as an 
exploration of the idea that the emancipation of women is possible. The author suggests 
this emancipation is achievable through the understanding and co-operation of the two 
parties, women and men. By both sexes working together and redefining their ideologies,
V
both sexes can liberate themselves from social repression. Through their lived 
experiences, the main characters of both novels, Bruna and Maria, are able to understand 
the source of their oppression, transcending it to questioning the validity of their identity. 
The act of questioning thus leads these women to the reconstruction of an authentic 
identity. The concepts of authenticity and liberation are measured by different standards. 
Bruna defines authenticity as the understanding of one’s history and learning the social
11
injustices within the soroche.1 María defines her liberation in terms of achieving 
economic stability and becoming independent from her husband.
In order to analyze the novels from a feminist perspective, we must define both 
authentic identity and liberation. Based on Simone de Beauvoir’s concepts of identity and 
liberation, authentic identity reflects the idea that one’s gender identity is socially 
formulated. The constructs derived from society can affect one’s identity in positive and 
negative ways. The categorization of the Other, in the fiction of Yáñez Cossio, is revealed 
to be an example of the negative influence that society can have on gender identity. The 
female protagonists of both novels seek to rebel against the repressive social norms that 
prevent them from seeing their identity as more than just that of women who are inferior 
to their dominating patriarch counterparts. The limited identity imposed on these women 
restricts them from understanding other truths about the world and themselves. Thus, 
authentic identity is achieved only when one takes responsibility for the ‘self and defines 
one's existence on the basis of the acts that constitute one's reality.
Liberation in Beauvoirian terms is based on the idea that, through one’s : 
consciousness, one has the ability to create one's own values and determine a meaning for 
one’s life. Beauvoir suggests that liberation from the traditions of social oppression can 
be achieved through similar actions, by understanding the oppression itself, and 
consciously redefining a self identity based on your own conditions and desires. I propose 
that liberation is attained when one understands one’s oppression and breaks away from 
the repressive elements that once defined one’s identity as the Other.
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Otherness in the novel. Bruna. soroche v los tios will be primarily analyzed in terms 
of history and gender. Bruna is exposed to the idea of exclusion and marginalized groups 
in national history and also within her own personal memories. Both novels will also 
examine the Other in terms of gender discrimination within a social context. This can be 
seen as the quest for equality between the roles of men and women in socio-economic 
systems, thus describing the conditions that need to be overcome in order to achieve 
liberation. For Bruna, liberation is defined by breaking away from the soroche, the sleepy 
city consumed by tradition. And in the novel, Yo vendo unos oios negros. liberation is 
achieved through the female’s economic independence.
Women are oppressed not only in an ideological, cultural and psychological sense, but 
they have also been forced to assume a dependent role within society. This second class 
role has seen women exploited in many forms, in particular, through cultural and 
economic mediums. Therefore, exploring the history of women’s exploitation will lead to 
an understanding of women’s social oppression, and the possibility of change. Given that 
men have had exclusive access to structuring a dominant discourse within a multitude of 
resources, women have not received equal value in their lived experiences. Within his 
discourse, the male functions as the Subject, while sentencing the female to inferiority, 
resulting in a lack of representation to define her as a person. According to Willy Munoz , 
the acceptance of this dominant discourse has led to the downfall of both sexes, but in 
particular “la mujer llega al extremo de negarse a si misma, de ignorar sus propias 
exigencias corporales”(13)2. In relation to the female situation, this negation thus creates
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an inauthentic representation of women’s identities. But if woman has been falsely 
represented, how does she re-write an authentic history to achieve liberation? , 
Beauvoir's feminist critique has established that women have an independent 
conscience and history, and that they therefore require an appropriate form of 
representation. Sara Sefchovich explains the representation in the following terms,
para fabricarse una identidad que esté más cerca de su realidad, la mujer sintió la 
necesidad de revalorizar el espacio tangencial donde había existido y  así reivindica el espacio 
doméstico, el escenario de sus experiencias.”( qtd. in Muñoz 16)3
Meanwhile, Muñoz describes the barriers to female representation as follows: “el discurso 
construido por el hombre privilegia aquellos aspectos de la realidad que contribuyen al 
avance de sus intereses, los que por lo general van en detrimento de la mujer”(15)4. This 
definition implies the in-authenticity of women’s struggle since the male discourse has 
created a falsified identity of women. Thus, a restructuring of the dominant discourse is 
required in order to convey a different message, one that also reflects the perspective of 
the Other. The falsification of women’s struggle is represented through different sources 
and Yáñez Cossio has used her literature to reconstruct the image of women’s plight in 
Latin America.
In the majority of Ecuadorian literature, women appear to be the victims of an unjust 
system. They have been tarnished by myths and stereotypes that glamorize the oppressive 
state of male control. For example, the novel La Emancipada (1863) by Miguel Riofrio, is 
a depiction of Ecuadorian society during the nineteenth century. Here, the author uses the 
narrative as a means for the protagonist Rosaura to explore racial and gender issues. He
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places her in zones of opposition, ambiguity and exile, once she tries to escape from the 
confines of her surroundings. In her literary narratives Yanez Cossio provides her readers 
with a new feminine perspective on the dominant discourse and pits both histories, of 
male and female perspectives, against each other. By revealing different perspectives on 
history, she allows the reader to begin to question the validity of historical sources.
In the first novel, Bruna. soroche v los tios, Bruna Catovil’s history and gender are 
scrutinized in order to reconstruct her identity and obtain freedom from traditional female 
roles. The author describes a society in which women are categorized as second class 
citizens and succumb to the pressures of identifying themselves solely as caregivers and 
mothers. One traditional role that Bruna desperately tries to avoid is that of being defined 
as an individual unable to experience the complexities of the world for the simple fact of 
being a female. In order for Bruna to reconstruct this particular gender role in society, she 
must understand the history and roots of her oppression, which prevent her from 
experiencing things commonly allowed only by men. Therefore, by understanding her 
history, she can then redefine her values by questioning and supplanting the historic role 
of all women with the role she hopes to achieve for herself. Through this, she will gain 
liberation from the archetype of the Other.
The initial component for describing this archetype is referenced by Bruna’s history 
as represented within two sources: national identity and the Catovil heritage. Discovering 
the past is fundamental to Simone de Beauvoir’s feminist theory, and entails that 
“women’s lived experiences are the only valid theoretical basis for understanding their 
oppression and creating a politics of women’s liberation”(Simmons 102). Use of the past
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as a vessel for understanding one’s oppression is Bruna’s primary source for recreating 
her authentic identity, since, in the end, it is only her own history which can define her 
identity.
In the novel, Bruna struggles to explore both the past and present aspects of her 
existence. This effort becomes crucial to Bruna’s personal evolution, as knowing the truth 
allows her to create a new feminist way of thinking and self-representation. During her 
investigation she discovers the denial of her indigenous roots and makes it her duty to 
explore her hidden past, helping to define her identity with the glorious indigenous 
history of women in her family. Upon redefining her identity, Bruna can achieve 
liberation by acknowledging the history of her heritage and understanding the secondary 
place of women in her society. This understanding becomes a catalyst for her liberation, 
allowing her to recognize the oppressive systems against her, and in turn, understand how 
to keep those systems from defining her newly constructed identity.
The analysis of the Other in Bruna. soroche v los tios will comprise of three main 
parts. The first is an exposition and critique of Latin American literature, in which the 
author exposes the typical denial of subordinate groups, such as women and people of 
indigenous heritage. Next, the Other will be analyzed through the history of both the 
nation and the often marginalized personal history of the character. For national history, 
Benedict Anderson and Stuart Hall’s notion of the Other will be used to describe the lack 
of participation of certain entities in official identity. Anderson describes the strategy of 
marginalization used by the dominant group as a tool to create the nationally imagined 
community, while Hall describes how the inclusion of this community is determined by
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race and social class as determined by the dominant ideologies. The feminist theories of 
Beauvoir are used to examine otherness within a historical context and the social context 
of the main characters, as well as their relationships with the people around them. 
Through the narrative of challenging the traditions of history in defining one’s identity, 
Yáñez Cossio criticizes the influence that literature has in marginalizing subordinate 
groups, and provides motivation for readers to change their own concept of identity and 
otherness.
Ecuadorian literature has yet to experience the international exposure of other Latin 
American countries, such as Chile and Argentina. As Jimmy Jorge Chica states, “la 
novela ecuatoriana fue una de tantas que quedó relegada al olvido a pesar de sus méritos 
literarios y elementos experimentales que al unen intima e inequívocamente con la nueva 
novela hispanoamericana de este período”(l)5. Despite this lack of recognition, Ecuador 
has produced many influential texts that correspond to the country’s national literature 
“boom” beginning in the early 1970’s. During this period, Ecuadorian literature was
greatly influenced by European and American ideologies, to create what has been called
\
la nueva novela hispanoamericana within the growing contemporary genres. The literary 
works produced during this “boom” have been categorized according to their use of the 
following literary techniques, “la visión totalizadora de la realidad, fragmentación de la 
dimensión espacio-temporal, pluralidad de voces y complejidad en la narración, el fluir de 
la conciencia, el realismo mágico, etc”(Chica l)6. Yánez Cossio is categorized within a 
new genre among the realm of contemporary authors who have exposed the social
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situation of Ecuador, by her experiments with linguistic-narrative, which seeks to expose 
the exclusion of marginalized groups in Ecuadorian society.
In Bruna. soroche v los tios. the author reclaims the forgotten image of the indigenous 
woman, which has constantly been ignored within Latin American literature. The denial 
of these other voices is one of the principal themes of contemporary Ecuadorian literature 
and Yanez Cossio illustrates this topic through Bruna Catovil. According to Kenneth 
Wishnia, the author presents another perspective on the official history “by attempting to 
confront and (partially) deconstruct the suppressive official histories that surround them 
through a feminist reconstruction of those histories”(9). Ironically, the reconstruction of 
Ecuador’s history in the novel is based on the perspective of an indigenous female who 
examines the untold story of her past, a history that has been silenced for decades. The 
author questions the authenticity of a national history, which seeks to conceal the very 
essence of its historic roots, and creates a problematic scenario for Bruna, as her historical 
ideologies become skewed. This leads Bruna to now question the authenticity of her past 
and all the contradictions in her life.
The narrative explains the process in which Bruna recreates an authentic identity and 
liberation from the soroche. This society has formulated a cycle of tradition for all its 
inhabitants and, by understanding the roles of race and gender with respect to these 
traditions, Bruna is able to achieve liberation. As Bruna discovers the fragments of her 
past that exists though the memories of her relative’s archives, she comprehends the 
struggle as well as the silencing of her ancestors. Ultimately, through the historical 
narrative, Yanez Cossio questions ,“what would history be like if it were seen through the
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eyes of women and ordered by the values they defme?”(Lemer 141) Thus Bruna makes it 
her duty to review the past through a feminine perspective that is not convoluted with 
uncertainty.
Bruna’s joumey begins with the discovery of official historical accounts within 
written and oral sources. Through the narrative, this history demonstrates the pluricultural 
heritage of Ecuador that is frequently ignored within the realm of Latin American 
literature. The narrative suggests “the possibility of reconstructing a history based on 
conflicting versions of the history, pitting rival narratives against each other in the same 
text”(Wishnia 9). Thus, by revealing the idea of Ecuador’s pluricultural heritage, the 
author criticizes the fact that dominant populations have continuously silenced the 
presence of opposing voices in social and political structures of the country.
Through exploitation, racism and suppression, the dominant hierarchy created a 
complete hold of power over marginalized groups, in particular the indigenous, creating a 
national identity of inequality. In the novel, this idea of inequality is exemplified in the
relationship between the Spaniards and Bruna’s great-great grandmother, Maria Illacatu.
\
When Maria is captured, her dignity is violated and her memory is forgotten by later 
generations, primarily because the dominant class have defined indigenous heritage as an 
unwanted quality.
The concept of national identity is best explained by Benedict Anderson’s Imagined 
Communities: reflections on the origin and spread of nationalism. According to 
Anderson, a nation is described as a “horizontal comradeship” based on the structure of 
equality between men. This equality is represented through the idea of the imagined
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nation without a hierarchal structure. In Bruna. soroche v los tios. this horizontal 
comradeship of equality does not exist, and instead the indigenous do not participate in 
the formation of national identity due to the control of the dominant class. Thus a 
separation between two groups is created in which the prevailing ideologies define and 
support the “homogeneity within the nation and scrutinize what is outside the 
nation”(Radcliffe and Westwood 10).
These conflicts generated by the hierarchal structure are not only described in social 
circumstances in the novel, but are also shown to exist throughout the entirety of 
Ecuadorian literature and national history. For example, Latin American history reveals 
that the dominant have often attempted to direct many aspects of formal culture in order 
to reinforce their power. Thus Yanez Cossio intends to use literature as a platform that 
provides a multitude of images and knowledge of a nation’s history, in essence, providing 
a “gallery of representations”(Radcliffe and Westwood 11).
But the existence of multi-ethnicities raises many issues in the analysis of a national
identity because the immense diversity makes it difficult to formulate a national
\
community from such heterogeneity. In Latin America’s history, citizens “carried out a 
huge ideological work to be done daily to determine what they are and are not”(Radcliffe 
and Westwood 13). Therefore, the process that distinguishes ‘us’ from ‘them’ is primarily 
determined by the dominant class.
The concept of the Other as described by Danilo Geiger, stems from the primitive 
“experience of being colonized and subordinated”(91). Geiger proposes the term is a 
“concept that portrays the ‘savage’ activity within nature or a manifestation of Timinality’
\
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of frontier space”(139). Essentially, the term represents an entity that does not fit within 
the realm of an established system and a threshold built to keep them out.
In Giegierian terms, this denial of recognition describes the establishment of a 
hierarchy that distinguishes between full and part citizens in a society. In the novel, race 
and gender are determinants of how hierarchy establishes the societal means to include 
and exclude certain entities. In terms of national identity, the Other is defined in 
conjunction with what Stuart Hall defines as the Subject, stating that “the Subject is 
determined by race and social class, where the Other is suppressed and the Subject 
dominates”(qtd. in Ramirez 23). This idea can be applied to the literary texts, since it is 
through literature that the dominant discourse has the ability to silence subordinate 
voices. In the novel, the author portrays the conflict experienced when excluded voices 
intend to make a presence in official history. - :
In relation to the novel, we see that the indigenous presence is ignored by the Catovil 
family, and that these voices have been denied not only within the family history but in
many aspects of society. For example, in the novel, society has determined that
\
possessing an indigenous heritage is futile, thus Bruna’s ancestors have made a conscious 
effort to not acknowledge all aspects of their heritage. These actions of exclusion are only 
brought forth by the ideologies predetermined by the dominant class, who have imposed 
these ideologies as a social norm.
The author uses the concept of the Other to demonstrate the inequality struggle 
between the dominant and indigenous, as well as between men and women. Thus both the 
indigenous and female entities are represented as second class and often silenced. For this
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reason, Bruna is strategically used as an example of success. Through her transformative 
process she discovers the other truths, allowing her to take responsibility for and create an 
identity independent of the dominant structures.
The narrative of the story therefore becomes crucial to the understanding of different 
historical perspectives. The novel describes the country’s history through a female 
perspective, and criticizes the fact that racial identity is a fundamental problem currently 
experienced in society. Due to the pluricultural heritage of Ecuador, society has never had 
an equivalent single identity to accompany its official history. This creates a sense of 
exclusion for marginalized identities, where sources such as narratives, are governed by 
the dominant populations who impose a singular dominant discourse. According to Erich 
Auerbach “narratives can be considered tools of oppression as it depends on who is using 
it to do what to whom”(qtd. in Wishnia 9). Similarly, Wishnia states, “there are dominant 
narratives whose dominion is asserted by outright force or by the surreptitious workings 
of the “free market,” which is unlikely to produce and distribute works critical of its own 
functioning”(14). For this reason, the totalizing effect of official narrative characterizes 
the masculine discourse as hegemonic while the female perspective is essentially not 
existent. Wishnia points out that imposing a single meaning on any type of narrative, 
including novels or national ideologies, is oppressive, whereas providing an alternate 
meaning is an act of liberation (10). In the novel, the author places the female perspective 
to rival the traditional male structure. Yanez Cossio explores the possibility of 
reconstructing a history of what was supposed to have happened; thus she employs 
powerful female voices to challenge the masculine categorization of historical events. The
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author exemplifies a historical female perspective primarily through Bruna, as she 
discovers the truth about her heritage which contradicts the events that she previously 
believed. This in turn, dismantles the dominant hegemonic discourse of history. 
Oppositional narratives in the novel are, “a means of correcting the fictions of history” 
(Wishnia 105) and are used in literature to highlight the diverse heritage of Ecuador. 
Taking into account that traditional texts are viewed as repressive due to the lack of 
diversity, Yáñez Cossio, in an act of liberation, imposes an alternate view against the 
dominant discourse and integrates the Other in official history..
The concept of otherness is also relevant in the analysis of Bruna’s personal history. 
As explained in the novel, the fusion between two cultures, created a dominant discourse 
that, “denota el impacto que tuvo la conquista en la fusión de la herencia Española con la 
indígena y las consecuencias de un patriarcado opresor en contra la mujer”(Chica 68) . In 
the novel, the indigenous entity is secondary, but Bruna makes it her duty to provide a 
voice to the voiceless. Therefore, Simone de Beauvoir’s concept of the Other supports the
importance of one’s history to locate the source of oppression in achieving an authentic
\
identity.
In the theoretical text, The Second Sex. Beauvoir makes an effort to locate the source 
of the profoundly imbalanced gender roles through historical materialism and questions 
how females come to occupy a subordinate position in society. To better understand the 
concept of gender identity, Beauvoir analyzes the essential differences between men and 
women, based on the masculine imposition of female inferiority. History, Beauvoir 
explains, is a reflection of certain attitudes, preconceptions, and injustices, such as the
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suppression of indigenous and female perspectives found in the novel. Thus, by 
acknowledging the past, Bruna learns about the injustices placed upon the marginalized 
groups she belongs to, and makes an effort to break the cycle of otherness. -
The exclusion of indigenous voices in the novel is primarily shown within the history 
of the Catovil family. For generations, the indigenous existence has been ignored and a 
cycle of lies has consumed the family’s heritage. The cycle of lies is best demonstrated 
when the narrator explains Bruna’s ancestors have consciously participated in changing 
the family name as an act of absolute rejection for the mestizaje. This transformative 
process conceals their true bloodline and is only upheld throughout generations by the lies 
created by the family stories. Once Bruna acknowledges her indigenous roots, she realizes 
that omitting certain fragments of her past, exposes the lack of authenticity in her identity. 
The idea of in-authenticity is exemplified when the author describes that “las mujeres 
eran unos ovaries gigantescos, vestidos de negro, donde se gestaban hijos en serie y 
supersticiones en masa”(54)8. The lack of identity is not only an issue that Bruna 
personally struggles with, but is an epidemic within all marginalized groups of society. 
Through the feminine narrative, Yanez Cossio offers a solution to try and “expose the 
state’s fear of political diversity and women’s political agency, and offers a possibility for 
women to interpret and participate in their own history”(Regenstreif 24). Thus, if Bruna 
decides to continue to ignore fragments of her authentic identity she will continue the 
cycle of silence. But if she chooses to acknowledge the truth, she will validate the 
indigenous struggle from the past.
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This concept of validation is brought out through the existence of Maria Illacatu, an 
indigenous princess conquered by the Spaniards. As Maria is held captive she is forced to 
renounce her indigenous identity, is ostracized in her new community and must conform 
to the Spanish lifestyle. Since Maria is denied a voice within the Catovil family history, 
her memory disappears along with the story of her struggle and violation. In reference to 
the Catovil history, the concept of disappearance reflects, “siguiendo una tradición de 
varias generaciones de querer ser mas españoles y menos indio, los familiares de Bruna 
han logrado ‘blanquear’ al apellido”(Chica70)9. Similarly, the process of cleansing the 
past correlates with th e ‘cleaning’ of official history previously discussed.
The narrative questions the sources in which Bruna can learn her true history. Wishnia 
proposes that “the meaning of historical facts is the polysemic battleground in the fight to 
construct an identity”(l 11). This idea can be applied to the many sources that provide a 
portrayal of history. For example, in terms of national identity, Wishnia describes any 
search for a single identity as a negation of an authentic national identity and a true 
depiction of history. Therefore, the multiple voices used to recount a history in the 
narrative create a more authentic depiction of historical accounts. At the same time, in 
relation to Bruna, accepting all ‘other’ fragments of her life, in terms of re-appropriating 
her indigenous heritage, allows her to create a notion of authenticity and an understanding 
of her oppression.
The final component of otherness is described within a social context. Beauvoir’s 
definition is primarily applied to examine women’s social oppression. Through the 
understanding of this oppression, Beauvoir suggests, one can obtain responsibility for
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oneself, where one chooses the direction of one's freedom. Each individual is the author 
of their story and has the ability to choose his or her existence achieved through choices. 
Hence, the female characters of each novel, define their liberation in distinct terms. Bruna 
wants to break free from the restrictions placed on her to reconstruct her identity and 
Maria uses economic independence as a medium to liberate herself from the patriarchal 
structure.
Beauvoir outlines the roots of women’s oppression, within a social context, and 
attempts to confront human history from a feminist perspective. She suggests that men 
fundamentally oppress women by characterizing them exclusively as the Other, in support 
of male dominance. Subsequently, Beauvoir categorizes man as essential, absolute, and 
transcendent and woman as incomplete and essentially doomed to immanence. She 
writes, “man incarnates the Other, as she does for the man; but the Other seems to her to 
be on the plane of the essential, and with reference to him she sees herself as the 
inessential” (329). Thus, the use of phallocentric language creates a lack of female 
representation because the dominant discourse is integrated into the roots of the female 
struggle, where women find themselves complicit in their subjugation.
Beauvoir’s assessment of this concept begins with analyzing the relationship between 
the sexes as involving a duality which gives rise to conflict. Inevitably, the dominant 
partner will assume the status as absolute. Beauvoir describes the paradox of the Other as 
a decoy to help reinforce the struggle of power. Otherness signifies varied aspects of the 
human condition that are overshadowed by the majority in society. They become labeled
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as Other to discount their value, leading to a loss of social and personal identity. Beauvoir 
describes women’s social situation, in the following:
Now, what peculiarly signalizes the situation o f  woman is that she —a free and 
autonomous being like all human creatures— nevertheless finds herself living in a world 
where men compel her to assume the status o f the Other. They propose to stabilize her as an 
object and to doom her to immanence since her transcendence is to be overshadowed and 
forever transcended by another ego which is essential and sovereign, (xxxv)
The concept of otherness extends to the defining of the terms: sexed and gendered 
body, both of which are fundamental to the understanding of women’s oppression. 
Beauvoir’s argument for sexual equality takes two positions. First, it exposes the ways in 
which masculine ideology exploits sexual difference to create systems of inequality. 
Second, it exposes the ways in which the masculine discourse establishes the subject as 
the absolute human type. To support this analogy, Beauvoir references Plato, with the 
assumption that sex is an accidental quality, concluding that women and men are equally 
qualified to become members of the guardian class, defend morality and rule society. 
However, Beauvoir explains, this is accomplished only by acting and living like men, 
hence the discriminatory sexual difference is maintained. Thus, Beauvoir's argument for 
equality demands that women and men treat each other as equals and that such treatment 
requires that their sexual differences be validated. Therefore, the definition of equality is 
not a synonym for sameness and it is unjust to use sexual difference to exploit women.
In order to describe the roots of women’s oppression, Beauvoir traces female 
development through its formative stages, beginning with childhood until sexual 
initiation. Throughout these stages, Beauvoir describes that women are not bom
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“feminine” but shaped by a multitude of external conditions. She explains that at each 
stage of a female’s upbringing, she is conditioned into accepting a multitude of 
submissive traits, including passivity and dependence. These social constructs deprive her 
of subjectivity and mold her into an object labeled as the Other. Thus, denied the 
possibility of independence or personal fulfillment, woman must accept a dissatisfying 
life of housework, childbearing, and sexual compliancy.
In the adult stage of female development, Beauvoir analyzes the various roles woman 
inhabits and states that all groups of women, no matter how eminent a woman’s life may 
appear within the realm of the household, are inevitably subject to profound 
incompleteness. Even those who accept a less conventional place in society must submit 
to the conditions defined by the male, as male domination is a result of the male’s 
inherent wish to dominate. Beauvoir concludes that woman’s situation is not a result of 
her character, but instead, her character is a result of her situation. Therefore, conditions 
often associated with being a woman, such as complacency, lack of accomplishment,
laziness and passivity are not causes of her subordination but consequences of her
\
situation.
Beauvoir then analyzes the concept of happiness and the measure of one’s fulfillment, 
observing that happiness may be chosen or accepted in exchange for the deprivations of 
freedom. But Beauvoir states that if women are happy as the Other, it may be because this 
is the only option of happiness provided to them, given the material and ideological 
realities of their situation and thus participating in ‘bad faith’. The concept of ‘bad faith’ 
describes women taking part in their loss of freedom and justifying oppression, creating a
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dichotomy between women who are pleased within their alienated status, and those who 
rebel. Beauvoir argues that women's exploitation is historical, and therefore there is the 
potential for change. It is also an existential situation and therefore women have a 
responsibility to change it. It is not a matter of appealing to men to give women their 
freedom, but a matter of women discovering their solidarity and the pleasures of freedom 
on their own terms. Thus, Beauvoir suggests conflicts may arise by women initiating the 
ability to question, but she does not envision a permanent war of the sexes.
Applying Beauvoir’s concepts to the novels, Yanez Cossio provides her readers not 
only with situations that categorize women as second class, but also offers a humanistic 
perspective on issues that affect everyone. The author describes every human being has 
an independent identity, comprised of the most immediate of actions, memories, and 
circumstances. Furthermore, Yanez Cossio suggests that collaboration between men and 
women can be a means of liberation for both from repressive social structures. According 
to Jorge Chica, the author Yanez Cossio deconstructs three main ideologies that both men
and women confront. The ideologies are based on the following theories of Carol Tavris:
\
1) Men are normal: women, being “opposite,” are deficient.... It regards men and women as polar 
opposites, with males as the repository of culture, intellectuality, and strength, and females the 
repository of nature, intuition and weakness. 2) Men are normal; women are opposite from men, but 
superior to them. Proponent of this view emphasize aspects of female experience or female “nature”- 
such as menstruation, childbirth, compassion, spirituality, cooperation, pacifism, and harmony with the 
environment- and celebrate them as being morally superior to men’s experiences and qualities. 3) Men 
are normal, and women are or should be like them.... By ignoring the differences that do exist between 
r men and women- in life experiences, resources, power, and reproductive processes- the basically-alike 
school assumes that it is safe to generalize from the male standard to all women. (20)
Applying these ideologies to Bruna, soroche, y los tíos, Yánez Cossío States, “que 
él no es la medida de la mujer, ni ésta debe ser medida a su semejanza, puesto que la
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mujer no es su opuesto, ni inferior o superior a él”(Chica 71)10. Thus, Yánez Cossío 
reiterates that women can become independent by understanding their historical 
circumstances and sources of oppression. In the denial of the subordinate voice, the Other 
in both the national and Bruna’s family history, the dominant populations gain control of 
all aspects of society including gender issues. As Beauvoir writes, “those époques that 
regard woman as the Other are those that refuse most bitterly to integrate her into society 
as a human being”(qtd. in Simmon 259). Through the narrative, Yánez Cossío intends to 
understand women’s oppression in order to dismantle the male cultural construct of 
woman, and the possibilities of liberation through different mediums. Bruna’s quest for 
liberation can be seen as the start of defying these differences, as a means of dismissing 
the need for the Other.
Through the characters facing adverse situations, the novel displays the treatment 
of women in society and their imposed predetermined gender role. The novel, Bruna, 
soroche v los tíos describes two types of women, women that conform to their 
subordinate roles and women who resist subordination. For example, the narrator
V
explains, “las mujeres no tenían ningún tipo de instrucción, no se les permitía ni hojear un 
libro por temor de que se hicieran hombrunas” (54)11.
What is consistent among the female characters is that they are all victims of the 
repressive system. Amongst the group of women, there are a select few who have 
achieved a degree of liberation including Maria Illacatu and Camelia Llorosa , but Bruna 
is the only female to successfully liberate herself from the soroche. Therefore, she 
embodies the spirit of resistance and signifies hope for women to follow.
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When Bruna acknowledges her past and becomes aware of other women who 
rejected the social norms, she begins to formulate a feminist consciousness. Bruna learns 
about her past through Maria Illacatu, and about gender inequalities through Camelia 
Llorosa. By escaping the city, Bruna achieves a new identity and sense of purpose: “se 
siente una mujer nueva y se recrea en estas nuevas experiencias sensoriales, espirituales y 
psíquicas”(Chica 82)13. Bruna’s resistance has led her to the exploration of the unknown, 
which for so long was denied to her simply because it was not a woman’s role in society 
to question or discover the unknown. The knowledge of her race and gender allow her to 
create a new identity based on the discovery of such unknowns, and allow her to find 
liberation from social constraints. The novel concludes with Bruna’s successful validation 
as a woman and individual.
In the next novel, Yo vendo unos oios negros, the protagonist Maria becomes 
aware of gender inequalities by participating in a capitalist society, which takes advantage 
of the working class and is consumed by materialism. Thus, Maria primarily defines her 
liberation by achieving financial stability and recreating her identity separate from her 
husband.
In terms of feminist theory, Beauvoir explains the importance of economic 
independence as an asset for woman’s liberation. Beauvoir suggests, if a woman can 
support herself, she becomes empowered and has the ability to achieve a form of 
liberation. Yet for women’s situation to truly change there must be modifications that 
empower women in “laws, institutions, customs, public opinion, and the whole social 
context”(Beauvoir 725). Thus, Maria must confront the reality of the female condition
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where her rebellion against oppression is fuelled by achieving financial success, and 
economic independence. Her personal enlightenment will then be achieved through her 
individual transition and growth of consciousness.
The novel recounts the story of María, as that of a middle-aged woman unhappy 
with the current state of her life. She believes her husband is useless and primarily blames 
men for the degrading state of the human condition. For this reason, Maria makes it her 
duty to change her life by reinventing herself. Literary critic Guerra-Cunningham 
describes the idea of self-representation in the following terms:
Representarse a sí misma significa transgredir las sólidas constmcciones 
culturales del sistema falocéntrico para incursionar en lo “no representado” y  lo “no 
representable”, bucear en las zonas silenciadas de ese otro Ser sitiado en el vacío y  más 
allá de los límites asignados a un Sujeto masculino y  un Otro femenino, (qtd. in Chica
1 4 1 )14 . . . .
The act of manipulating her self-representation allows Maria to reconstruct a new 
identity on her own terms. It is important to note that Maria is influenced by multiple 
females to create a feminist conscious. The main contributor to her new way of thinking 
is la mala amiga.15
In the novel, Yáñez Cossio uses a feminist narrative to convey women’s struggle 
and advocates a change in ideology for both sexes to achieve equality. Through Maria’s 
situation, the author proposes the idea o f reassigning both genders with new roles in 
society in order to better the human condition. Yáñez Cossio states that both men and 
women have become victims of social repression. For example,
Santos de León, el gallo del gallinero, el lobo de la manada, el jefe omnipotente 
que presidía la larga mesa de sesiones, tenía los ojos raros... hasta el punto de que todo el 
andamiaje machista se vino abajo, ni estruendo ni aplausos, se vino abajo porque también
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los hombres están involucrados en un sistema atroz donde ni siquiera tiene razón de ser el 
feminismo, no la liberación de la mujer, ni la lucha de clases ni la vida. (96)16
Thus, the author stresses that men too have become victimized by the system that they 
have created. Similarly, Michael Handelsman observes,
Si en el primer Yo vendo unos oios negros solamente parece denunciar la 
victimización de la mujer, poco a poco el lector se da cuenta que Yánez Cossío está 
rebelándose contra todo un sistema de vivir y  de pensar que destruye tanto al hombre 
como a la mujer.”(86)17
Therefore, in order for any change to occur, there must be a redefining in ideologies that 
benefits both men and women. Bell Hooks suggests that we must eradicate the dominant 
ideology that permeates various aspects of culture, such as sex, race and class, in order to 
formulate an establishment that empowers both sexes (26).
In reference to the female struggle, this empowerment would be the foundation for 
woman’s social liberation. According to Beauvoir, the liberated woman must free herself 
from two barriers: first, the idea that to be independent she must be like men, and second, 
the notion that there is no other option than to participate passively in the process of being 
socialized as a woman. Beauvoir explains that the first category alienates a woman from 
her sexuality. The second makes her reluctant to risking herself for her ideals. Thus, 
Beauvoir sets two prerequisites for liberation. First, women must be socialized to engage 
the world. Second, they must be allowed to discover the unique ways in which their 
embodiment engages the world.
Liberation, according to Beauvoir, is based on the notion existence precedes essence; 
through one’s consciousness, one has the ability to create one’s values and determine a
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meaning for life. In the beginning, the human being does not possess an inherent identity 
or value, but by performing the acts that will constitute him, he establishes the essence of 
his existence more significant. Regarding women, Beauvoir states, “one is not bom, but 
rather, becomes a woman”(267), explaining that woman is a cultural product and thus she 
has the ability to define identity based on her actions.
Beauvoir states that women are as capable of choice as men, and thus can choose to 
elevate themselves, moving beyond the 'immanence' to which they were previously 
resigned and reaching 'transcendence'. Beauvoir claims “both women and men must leam 
how to be simultaneously both subjects and objects”(qtd. in Bauer 226). At the same time 
one must take a position in which one obtains responsibility for oneself and the world, 
where one chooses freedom.
Yo vendo unos oios negros proposes that humankind should question the authenticity 
of their identity and the many injustices in society. In reference to woman’s situation, 
Chica further suggests that, “la mujer no debe caer en su propia flagelación, trampa
evidentemente promovida por el hombre, y tiene que educarse”(87) . In order for any
\
type of change to occur, men need to change their ideology and attitude towards women. 
A mutual relationship with respect should be created and equal opportunities for success 
in the future established for both sexes. The author writes:
Entonces, si se encontraba al Hombre, había que decirle sin rodeos: Venga conmigo, 
usted y  yo vamos por el mismo camino, pero yo no vendo nada y soy incomparable y  tengo 
unos ojos negros que tampoco se venden porque me sirven para mirar la vida con la ternura 
redonda y  simple de un Nuevo ser humano que ha ido evolucionando y ha dicho ¡basta! A  
todas sus miserias. (291)19
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María achieves her new identity through a transformative process, which begins 
with separation from her husband, Garcia. With no financial support, and faced with the 
difficulty of maintaining social dignity, Maria looks for a job selling beauty products. 
Shortly after, she discovers that selling these products represents consumerism and 
society’s obsession with materialism. In the end, through questioning the social structure 
Maria formulates a feminist conscious which allows her to redefine her essence and 
purpose in life.
Notes
1 The term soroche makes reference to the illness caused by the high altitude o f the city’s location. 
Here, the inhabitants must take pills, in order not to succumb to the sleepy side effects o f the soroche. 
The term is also a metaphor symbolizing the restrictions and limitations imposed on the citizens. The 
author uses the soroche as a way to depict an environment that has tradition deeply integrated into the 
culture. These traditions include the corrosive effects o f colonization, prejudices and complexities that 
structure passivity for those living in the sleepy city.
2 V “women go so far as to deny themselves, to ignore their own bodily needs.”
3“to produce an identity that is closer to her reality, the female felt the need to reassess the tangent 
space where she had once existed thus reclaiming the domestic space, the scene o f her experiences.”
4 “this discourse favors man-made aspects o f  reality that contribute to the advancement o f their 
interests, which usually are detrimental to women.”
5 “Ecuadorfs novel was one o f many that were unacknowledged in spite o f its literary merits and use of 
experimental elements that correlate with the new Latin American novel o f this period.”
6 “totalizing vision o f reality, fragmentation o f space-time dimension, complexity and plurality of  
voices in the narrative, stream of consciousness, magical realism, etc.”
7 “ denoted the impact o f the conquest in the fusion of Spanish heritage with the indigenous and the 
consequences o f an oppressive patriarchy against women.”
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8 “women were giant ovaries, dressed in black, where children were brewing in mass superstition.”
9 “as following a tradition o f several generations o f wanting to be more Spanish and less Indian, 
Bruna’s family have achieved the 'cleansing' o f their surname.”
10 “he is not the measure o f a woman, nor she to be measured in his likeness, since the woman is not 
his opposite nor beneath or above him.”
11 “Women did not have any instructions, they were not allowed to browse a book for fear that they 
would become manly.”
!2The following chapter will describe in greater detail how Maria and Camelia achieve liberation. Both 
women serve as examples for Bruna as they represent rebellion against traditional social norms and 
influence Bruna’s own journey o f discovery. Maria defines her liberation by keeping her indigenous 
identity intact when the Spanish culture is forcibly imposed on her. While Camelia gains liberation by 
exploring the world and defining herself in other terms not described by the masculine discourse.
13 “she feels like a new woman and recreates herself within sensory, spiritual and psychic 
experiences.”
14 “Representing oneself signifies transgressing the cultural constructions o f the phallocentric system
in order to break free from the categorization o f the “unrepresented”, to explore thè areas that are 
silenced by the other Being besieged in a void far beyond the limits assigned by the male Suject and 
the female Other.” f ;
15 La mala amiga represents Maria’s alter ego. •
16“ Santos de Leon, the cock of the roost, the wolf o f the pack, the powerful chief who presided over 
the long conference table, his eyes were odd... to the point that the whole macho persona collapsed, no 
roar or applause, collapsed because men too were involved in an atrocious system.”
17 “If at first Yo vendo unos oios negros seems to denounce the victimization of women, the reader 
gradually realizes that Yànez Cossio is rebelling against a system of living and thinking that destroys 
both men and women.”
18“women should not fall into their own flogging, or cheating obviously promoted by men, and have to 
educate themselves.”
19 “So if  you find Man it must be said bluntly: Come with me, you and I are going down the same 
road, but I do not sell anything and am incomparable, and I have black eyes that also are not for sale 
because they are used to look at life with the tenderness and simplicity o f a New human being who has 
evolved and has said enough to all his miseries.”
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Chapter 2
Reclaiming heritage and the female identity in Bruna, soroche y  los tios
“Sabía que el mundo es grande, que los seres humanos tienen mucha más estatura de la que se ve, y
que el hombre y solo el hombre es la medida de todas las c o s a s . ( 2 3 5 ) 1
-Bruna, soroche y los tíos
Bruna, soroche y los tíos presents the post-modern female perspective on life 
within Ecuador, and depicts the reality of living in the soroche, the sleeping city of the 
mountains. The narrative exposes the social problems of race, class and gender from the 
colonial times to the present, and details the female struggle against the patriarchal system 
that has embedded its tradition in the culture. The novel emphasizes the rejection of this 
system by the female protagonist, Bruna Catovil. The journey of breaking the patterns of 
oppression in her life provides a dialogue that paints the patriarchal norms causing 
struggle for marginalized groups within Latin American society. Through this narrative, 
representing the discourse of resistance, Yáñez Cossio allows the female characters to 
assess their lives, in order to achieve a re-appropriation of identity, once limited to the 
confines defined by the Other. This chapter will focus on these fundamental elements that 
allow Bruna to achieve an authentic identity, leading her to liberation from the dominant 
patriarchal structure of the sleeping city.
The story chronicles the journey of Bruna Catovil, a girl who is tired of living in 
the oppressive state of the soroche. She is an orphan and under the care of her tíos, who 
actively participate in discrimination and cleansing of their indigenous heritage. The story 
describes the social conditions throughout six generations of the Catovil family, where 
the women are portrayed within their traditional role of mother, widow, nun and spinster.
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At the same time, the society represents prejudice, ignorance and the established 
restrictions imposed on men and women. Ultimately, these injustices affect each 
individual in society, since all have become victims of racial or gender discrimination, 
because of mutual ignorance and traditional intolerance. In an attempt to escape the 
damaging environment, Bruna decides to break the cycle of oppression and redefine 
herself outside of the confines of the soroche. The narrator describes the harmful effects 
of the soroche which Bruna is trying to escape:
La gente de la ciudad tomaba pastillas contra el soroche y cuando las pastillas se 
agotaban, la enfermedad se manifestaba haciendo que la gente permaneciera sentaba 
indefinidamente. La indiferencia se apoderaba de ellas,.. .Dejaban de sentir muchas 
sensaciones. La pereza venía a sentirse en sus rodillas,... la tristeza recóndita afloraba a 
los ojos, la respiración se cambiaba en entrecortados suspiros,... (28)2
This illness has a physical effect on the body, slowing it down and restricting its abilities, 
but it also has a great effect on the collective mentality of the city, perhaps the most 
important symptom with respect to the oppressive social climate. The sleeping city of the 
mountains has become crippled and consumed by patriarchal dominance, and is unable to 
wake up to the winds of social and political change. It is this latter interpretation of the 
soroche, which has kept Bruna imprisoned in a social structure unwilling to acknowledge 
silenced female identity. Bruna recognizes this epidemic of cultural traditions, and is able 
to begin redefining herself, using the past and social discrimination as means to unravel 
the truth about who she is, and what she is capable of. She leams that the past is 
consumed by lies and absolute denial of her indigenous bloodline. For this reason, Heller 
describes the Catovil’s history as it: “renegotiates distinctions between truth and fiction, 
transforming the private search for the true self into a public confession of the gaps and
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absences in her life, and the marginal truths that work in collusion with creativity that 
present a unified past and a unified subject”(63).
Bruna’s discovery of fragments of her history, such as learning about her 
indigenous heritage and the exclusion of these entities, allows her to understand the 
injustices of the city. From this, she is able to recreate an authentic identity based on her 
willingness to refute the confinements of her gender. Bruna’s feminist analysis of history 
is also critical in breaking the cycle of oppressive traditions, as she uses the past to 
acknowledge the silenced entities. Thus, Bruna has successfully “claimed control over the 
telling and interpreting of her own experience. As her own narrator, she can explicitly 
examine the destructive power of the femininity text into which she is supposed to be 
growing and then to redefine the premises of representation in order to elude its power” 
(Frye 77-78).
The formulation of an authentic identity begins when Bruna acknowledges the 
almost abandoned aspects of her bloodline. She gathers dispersed pieces of information 
through written and oral sources, which are utilized as tools to expose the denial of 
otherness and subordination of marginalized groups. In her process of discovery, Bruna 
must distinguish between authentic and false family history, as she continues to find lies 
and uncertainty permeating the truth. For example, Bruna learns the change in her last 
name is a way for her family to omit the indigenous bloodline. When Bruna 
acknowledges the indigenous presence, she is harshly criticized by her family. For this 
reason, the author suggests that we must all question the sources of history, as, in many 
cases, history has been tailored to exclude things deemed unworthy of collective memory.
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Bruna uses the past to understand the discrimination and forced exclusion of indigenous 
heritage in both national identity and her family’s history.
With respect to national identity, Wishnia describes searching for a singular 
source of “identity”, as a contradiction of the basic principles of defining a national 
identity, and thus, contrary to a true depiction of history. At the same time, Wishnia 
explains that “the meaning of historical facts is the polysemic battleground in the fight to 
construct an identity”(l 11). Therefore, the multiple voices used to recount history in the 
novel’s narrative create an authentic depiction of the historical accounts and affirm the 
need for all identities to be recognized in order to validate the experiences that have 
shaped the generations of the Catovil family. In terms of the family history, Bruna’s 
accepting all ‘other’ fragments of her roots will allow her to create a truly authentic 
identity, and, furthermore, to learn about the oppression that caused the fragmentation of 
the history in the first place. As Boyles observes: “Bruna's search for identity seeks not to 
resolve woman's historical absence but to acknowledge that the ‘true’ history of the 
subject is always inscribed within her consciousness” (24). \
Through Bruna’s evolutionary process of discovering her identity, she learns 
about her heritage and the great influence social bias has on history. Consequently, Bruna 
recognizes that no one in her family has exposed her-to any details about the indigenous 
past. Instead, the Catovil family resorts to silence, as Heller explains: “This primary 
experience of loss of self amid the present has caused Bruna to become immediately 
connected to silence, the unnameable loss, and becomes the experience which [the author] 
must now name through the narrative process in order to assert linguistic control over her 
past and present self’ (62). The loss of self is embedded in the female conscious and
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described when the narrator explains, “Bruna optó por callarse, como siempre, y no 
insistir más”(57)3, and como era difícil, humanamente imposible explicar lo 
inexplicable, opto por el silencio”(57)4. Bruna confronts “a history composed essentially 
of doubts rather than certainties” (Heller 64). Thus, the scattered historical details that she 
discovers convey an image of reality according to her own interpretation. The elements of 
her true past and Bruna’s feminist outlook become fundamental to the recreation of her 
new identity.
Bruna’s story begins with living with her female relatives, since many of the men 
have died at a young age. The children of the Catovil family are sentenced to orphanhood 
and, “casi todos los niños se criaron y se hicieron adultos absorbiendo por osmosis los 
defectos de los tíos” (118)5. At the same time, “parecía una maldición de los Illacatu el 
que sus descendientes fueron huérfanos y los niños se criaron entre tíos” (142)6.
The lack of family stability leads to the continued passing of misconstrued stories 
of the bloodline’s past, which are hidden by a collective effort of the Catovil family. The 
author presents the concept of historical fallacy by “involving a radical departure from 
conventions of the past and the burdens of tradition which assign women to passive, 
subservient roles in the perpetuation of family name and legacy” (Heller 63). For this 
reason, Bruna of necessity must become more independent than normal gender codes 
might require, leaving her only “two choices when reconstructing her identity: to become 
a hero or victim” (Heller 63). If Bruna cannot change her self-image, she will embody the 
confines of the city and its oppressive traditions. The narrator states: “Nada había 
cambiado en la ciudad dormida. Los niños habían crecido y los viejos se habían 
muerto”(143)7. If Bruna does not change, the cycle of repression will continue in her life.
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A crucial element in Bruna’s journey occurs with the discovery of her lost 
indigenous family name, Illacatii, “un apellido ilustre, un apellido sobre el cual se podían
Q
reconstruir a su gusto un pasado brillante”(20) . This discovery becomes symbolic of the 
social bias that had forced the denial and silencing of the illustrious name, when the 
traditions of the dominant Subject rejected those of the subordinate Other: “Bruna 
descendía de una raza desleal a la que todavía le dolía y empequeñecía el mestizaje, con 
dolor y un complejo de pecado original”(72)9. With the help of various historical sources, 
Bruna learns her family originated as a result of the coming together of a Spanish 
conqueror and an Indian princess, María Illacatu, her great-great-grandmother. María is a 
the daughter of a wealthy Indian chief and when she is abducted by a Spanish 
conquistador, she is tom away from her land, family and even her Indian name Yahuma is 
replaced. Bruna discovers that Maria is forced to relinquish everything: “Para que 
conforme a todos los otros, bajo el pretexto de adaptarla, le quitaron todo: su religión, su 
nombre, su idioma, hasta el color de su piel (en la pintura) y la única venganza que tuvo 
ella, era negarse a hablar el nuevo idioma” (Wolffsohn 342)10. Maria’s memory exposes 
the colonial abuse as a result of the ‘mestizaje’, where the brutal colonization 
demonstrates the union of two vastly different cultures, as well as the resulting patriarchal 
subordination of women and indigenous communities. It is also important to note that, 
through Maria’s struggle, the author criticizes the racial prejudices that have generated 
the erasure of many indigenous origins within Ecuadorian history. For this reason, the 
author describes the colonization to be a destructive union, creating a cultural imbalance 
in which Maria finds her identity forcibly replaced: “ yo te bautizo, Yahuma, con el 
nombre de María. En el nombre del Padre, del Hijo, y del...” (76)11
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Chica describes Maria’s resistance to the erasure of her indigenous identity: “La 
primera resistencia femenina contra el usurpador blanco puesto que anuqué María 
aprendió el idioma de los blancos, se negó a hablarlo; aunque le enseñaron nuevas 
costumbre, ella se negó a coger el tenedor para llevarse los alimentos a la boca, 
resistiéndose a aprender las cosas nuevas que le eran impuestas”(187).12 Maria’s refusal 
of such an elemental rejection of her heritage is also illustrated, generations later, within a 
variety of different sources. For example, the imposition of foreign values over the 
indigenous community is represented in a portrait that Bruna finds. She notices that the 
artist has painted the indigenous princess in pale skin color to please social conventions. 
Maria’s facial expressions reflect the suffering of the whole indigenous race and Bruna 
describes this pain as: “Se la veía sola, única en la tierra, abandonada de todos, vigía de su 
propio dolor, mástil de su asombro ilimitado, clavada de raíz como un signo de 
admiración que hubiera tirado el padre sol desde lo alto” (80).13 This leads Bruna to 
notice the alterations that have been made to the portrait as a means of concealing the true 
heritage of the Catovil family, representing the self-rejection of the unwanted history: “En 
sus ojos orientales se veía la masacre de toda una civilización, a la que arrancaron de 
cuajo lo mejor que tenía, y a la que ahondaron y perfeccionaron en sus vicios para 
dominarla sin remordimientos” (80).14 Thus, Bruna realizes the extent to which the social 
bias affects not just her own family, but all families. The prejudice against indigenous 
roots is so strong, that families are willing to silence their own history so they can avoid 
being the Other. The indigenous fragment of her identity is what Bruna will discover and 
recuperate.
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It is through the changes of the last name of Bruna’s family that the author 
exposes the problems of class, race and historical identity. The initial act of self-rejection 
occurs when María Illacatu's children change their last name Garcia, in order to reject 
their paternal ancestry and attract prestige by their mother’s wealth.
Tuvieron conciencia del prestigio que les daba el oro tan fácilmente conseguido y  
se cambiaron el inocuo García a Villacatu.
- Aquí en España todo el mundo es García ...
- Es nombre de hidalgos ...
- A  nosotros nos llaman Villacatu. Nuestra madre era de sangre rea l... (77)15
Once the children return to the Americas, they realize their Indian name is not 
well regarded, thus, they change it in an attempt to eliminate their indigenous heritage. 
The children continue the process of name changing and in the end losing all reference to 
their indigenous mother:
Los hijos de éstos crecieron en la tierra de la madre, y  por lo tanto, maldijeron el 
día que sus padres se cambiaron de apellido. En la tierra donde vivían todo estaba por 
hacerse, entonces adoptaron la denominación de Villa-Cato, y  a su vez, los hijos de Villa- 
Cató zanjaron la debatida cuestión del abolengo llamándose Catovil.
— Villacatu es indio, quichua puro.. .
— Somos dueños de seis villas.
—  ¡Villa-Cato, no suena m al...! V
— ¡Suena mejor Catovil!
— ¡Eso es! ¡Qué alivio, perdimos el Villacatu! (77-78)16
Following the cultural conventions of recognizing only the Spanish descent, 
Bruna’s family have systematically achieved the cleansing of their indigenous heritage. 
Furthermore the act of rejection parallels the silencing of Maria’s struggle and the 
violence imposed on her thus erasing all reference to her memory.
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The Catovils are an example of generations that have rejected their indigenous 
heritage. But this rejection is witnessed within the confines of the sleepy city, thus 
revealing the city’s participation in racial prejudices and cultural conflicts.
— ¡Yo tengo sangre india! 
r — Estás loca....?
—  Mama Chana me ha contado que... ¡
—  Ya te he dicho que no hables con sirvientes.
—  He visto en los archivos lo de mi tatarabuela india...
— ¡Jesús! ¡Qué disparates! (79)17
When Bruna learns about her heritage, she breaks the cycle of silence and supplies 
a voice to Maria’s forgotten existence. The author reveals that Bruna’state of mind 
“estremeció al descubrir su propia raíz; no era hija de sus padres, ni nieta de sus abuelos, 
ni sobrina de sus tíos. Era un ser en el aire” (78)18. Although Bruna initially questions the 
authenticity of her past, she obtains a new perspective on the significance of her heritage, 
and the discovery of Maria supports the reaffirmation of herself:
Desde que [Bruna] escribió a su nombre el apellido que en realidad le 
correspondía, sintió que sus pisadas en el mundo tenían más firmeza. Que no era un 
pájaro alocado en el mundo volando a ras de tierra, como una hoja desprendida de 
cualquier árbol, sino un ser concrete. Descubrió el por qué de sus secretas rebeldías y  se 
trazo su propia ruta come el único capitán de su propia nave; podía tener un árbol 
genealógico y  olvidarse que lo tenía. Podía recostarse a dormir a su sombra sin que se le 
cayeren las hojas, ni se doblaran las ramas. (79)19
With this information, Bruna also begins to formulate a feminist consciousness 
that allows her to determine the conditions of her new identity embracing her great 
grandmother’s family name, Illacatu. Nina Scott describes the process:
Como consecuencia de haberse familiarizado con el pasado, Bruna cambia su 
nombre, no como Camelia Llorosa, por un apodo que la hiciera más interesante, sino por 
sustituir el apellido «Catovil»por «Illacatu» un acto que acepta y reivindica a la 
antepasada indígena. La autora nunca enfatiza la etimología de «Catovil,» que se podría 
traducir algo como «mal mirar,» característica que ejemplifica uno de los problemas 
fundamentales de la familia y  otra razón para que Bruna se libre de este apellido. (628)20
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Bruna’s identity is based on crucial elements, race and gender. She finds herself 
marginalized in two forms, for being indigenous and for being a woman. Thus, by 
renaming herself and reclaiming her ancestry, she participates in “the symbolic act by 
which women free themselves from entrapment in narrative forms and social 
codes”(Boyles 34). Carol Christ explains the significance of renaming, “as women begin 
to name the world for themselves, not only will they create new life possibilities for 
women, they will also upset the world order that has been taken for granted for centuries” 
(24).
By reconstructing the past from a feminist perspective, Bruna begins the shaping 
of a new self-image and independence that is not based on the imposed patriarchal 
structure. Through the narrative, the author intends “to reclaim and renovate the 
landscape of memory”, and furthermore, “create an identity through rebirth by renaming, 
to set a precedent for women's power to make and choose the self ’’(Heller 75). Thus, 
Bruna's story conceptualizes a reconstruction of any Latin American woman’s history and 
re-definition of self
V
Bruna’s existence is greatly influenced by the female individuals who exhibit 
behaviour and thought contrary to the established social norms in the sleepy city. Through 
the actions of these women, the author reveals the concept of woman’s social 
advancement, as described by Vanégas Coveña: “Se trata de arquetipos femeninos que 
dan como resumen histórico de los roles limitados de la mujer. Son personajes que 
rechazan patrones sexuales establecidos, la debilidad y pasividad tradicionales; 
restricciones que por largo tiempo (hasta hoy incluso) se han mantenido en Ecuador y 
Latinoamérica”(32)21.
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The novel Bruna, soroche v los tíos traces the oppressive condition of women 
within the conservative and strictly traditional Andean community. Amongst this group, 
Bruna Catovil rebels against all social norms placed upon her and eventually liberates 
herself from these restraints. Bruna’s primary mission is to achieve complete liberation 
from oppression and suppression, through reconstructing an authentic identity. In order to 
achieve this, Bruna must disassociate herself from “un mundo cuyas estructuras sociales 
establecidas han significado la perpetuación de un sistema jerarquizado, patriarcal y 
heterosexual, que ha dependido para su existencia de la opresión y la violencia contra las 
clases y sectores subordinados” (Chica 74) .
Chica describes the two types of women represented in the novel. The first group 
are three fundamental women who exemplify the progress of woman’s advancement in 
the city. These women are victimized but transgress the imposed system. This group 
consists of Bruna, Maria Illacatu and Camelia Llorosa, all of whom reject their 
conventional roles and fight to achieve a form of liberation. These characters are 
“ejemplos de actitud valiente y definida en contra de la discriminación, la sumisión y la 
dependencia”(Coveña 33)23. In the second group, we see women who are satisfied within 
the limitations imposed on them. Bruna’s aunt Catalina is a prime example of a woman 
who advocates the patriarchal system.
Each woman participates in her own act of defiance of compliance with the 
patriarchal system. In an act of rebellion, Maria rejects the Spanish culture and, in the 
words of the narrator, “Aprendió el idioma de los blancos pero se negó a hablarlo, las 
palabras le nacían en la garganta con un significado diferente” (31)24. Nina Scott states 
that Maria’s act of rebellion is “negándose a hablar castellano, María erige un muro
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consciente entre sí misma y el hombre que funciona para ella como su dueño y su 
verdugo” (625)25.
Maria’s passive resistance turns into an extreme form of rebellion when she kills 
her husband. Maria uses a pair of scissors to stab her husband, “las tijeras siguieron 
cortando y cortando hasta que alguien las arranco del que hacía tiempo era cadáver”
(35) . Thus, the death of her husband fully embodies the animosity Maria has against her 
conqueror. She later commits suicide, as a final act of maximum rebellion and only option 
for liberation, ending the violence she has endured. This act illustrates the fact that the 
conqueror was able to violate her physical body but unable to posses her soul which has 
been under her control until her death. María Elena Angulo explains the symbolism of 
Maria’s death as: “to terminate her life could seem to be tragic end; death, however, in the 
Indian tradiation means the continuation of life in a different way -  thus a liberation or 
new life”(208). Bruna sees Maria’s act of defiance as the initial step to fighting against 
the patriarchal system.
The second female character to represent the plight of women is the city is 
Carmela Catovil. Her life situation is the result of her uncle’s obsession with social 
climbing. Thus, by her uncle’s doing, Carmela is no longer considered an individual but a 
bargaining object. She is powerless and forced to be traded in exchange for monetary and 
social privileges: “Carmela no pensó nunca en rebelarse, por entonces estaba incapacitada 
para autodeterminarse por sí misma, los principios con los cuales había nacido estaban 
fuertemente adheridos al sexo, tardaría mucho en comprender que, las condiciones de 
inferioridad en que había nacido por el hecho de ser mujer, no eran tales” (120)27.
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Carmela’s forcibly arranged marriage to the count don Emiliano de la Reguera y 
Soria is to give her privilege and social stability. But before the marriage can be 
consummated, Carmela becomes a widow when the count dies before she arrives in
Spain. Carmela is left alone in Europe and considered to be “viuda, soltera y casada al
/
mismo tiempo” (127)28. Despite being alone in a strange place, she decides to remain in 
her new home to avoid the long trip back to the sleepy city. Ironically, Carmela takes this 
opportunity to explore and reflect on the repressive environment of her past. The narrator 
describes this personal transformation: “la niña se quedó sola en un mundo totalmente 
desconocido. Lo que equivalió a un segundo nacimiento sin padre, sin madre, sin nodriza, 
sin camisitas bordadas y sin canciones de cuna” (65) .
Through the re-appropriating of typical feminine stereotypes, Carmela slowly 
becomes independent and able to break down the traditional social norms imposed on her 
gender. The narrator states:
Al darse cuenta de que el mundo estaba poblado por otra clase de seres, hizo el 
gran descubrimiento de que la educación que le habían dado era absurda....Su mente 
joven y  virgen asimiló una cultura extraordinaria. Aprendió varios idiomas. Empezó a 
manejarse a sí misma de acuerdo a los impulsos de su sangre. (123)30
Carmela begins to experience life’s pleasures and becomes a woman without any
prejudices. This new sense of freedom allows her to assume a feminist mode of thinking
“Carmela se abrió paso a la vida, obedeciendo a los impulses de su corazón que latía con
un ritmo acelerado, fortificada por el dolor, la soledad y las adversidades esperaba la
oportunidad de conquistar el mundo”(123)31. Carmela’s circumstances have lead her to
become “una mujer entera, absoluta, dueña de sus decisiones y sus actos, fue la primera y
la única mujer de este tiempo que lanzó su grito de independencia en la ciudad dormida”
(123)32.
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Consequently, as a result of this newly found independence, Carmela changes her 
name as act of social rebellion, to Camelia Llorosa. This form of liberation symbolically 
exemplifies what Adrienne Rich calls “the masculine privilege of renaming”. The 
privilege of a name change alters her perception of the world and Camelia realizes that all 
women can achieve a form of liberation “sise proponían” (125) .
When Camelia returns to the sleepy city she is quite different from the other 
women, she smokes, drinks and uses her profound knowledge of the world to assume 
absolute power over her male counterparts. She:
Tenía el don de ofrecerse y no dares. Los hombres se quedaban perplejos, sin 
atinar qué hacer. Ellos estaban acostumbrados a las provocaciones obscenas de las 
“Bello- Animal”. Camelia, en cambio, decía que sí, y luego se negaba con un “no” 
inocente y lleno de lucubraciones intelectuales que aumentaban la lascivia masculina. 
(127)34
Finally, Camelia’s social liberation comes to an abrupt end when she is 40 years 
old and marries. Beth Miller describes marriage as “a classic form of defeating the 
emancipated woman”(2). Camelia succumbs to social pressure when she learns that her 
husband is impotent. As a result of this marriage, Camelia loses her liberty, intellectual 
growth and control of her own identity. For this reason, Camelia enters a convent, which 
once again makes her “monja, viuda, soltera y casada. . . ” (141) . Chica describes her 
actions as “desilusionada de su intento diagnóstico de balancear su existencia entre el Ser 
y el Deber-Ser — que es también el No-Ser -  se hace monja”(80)36. Thus, even the once 
liberated women ends with fulfilling her female role as do the rest of the women in the 
family, which has resulted in Camelia’s hatred of the opposite sex. The hatred only 
intensifies once she agrees to raise her sister's children, Francisco, Catalina and Clarita.
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Los sobrinos no se atrevían ni a respirar en su presencia. Fue un favor del cielo el 
que los seis restantes se largaran. Víctimas, como siempre, del sarampión y  las viruelas. 
Los tres que quedaron fueron: Catalina, Francisco y Clarita. Los tres crecieron en el 
estrecho círculo de una educación dominada por el miedo y por la incertidumbre de los 
bruscos cambios de carácter entre el tedio de las largas oraciones de ser humana a fuerza 
de desengaños, y los quebrantos y  ansias de ver los anchos corredores y  no poder correr 
por ellos, ni jugar con el agua de la pila. (144)37
With the children being raised in an environment that encourages uncertainty and doubt, 
they participate “en el nacimiento de una generación de seres débiles” .
The experience in the convent has only made her “silenciosa, austera, y fría” 
(83)39 and her attitude encourages an anti-masculine perspective:
Los accesos de Camelia Llorosa era temibles, no podía vivir en una casa donde 
dejó de ser quien era; la vida le pedía demasiado, aún no se había perdonado el haberse 
dejado engañar por un hombrecillo insignificante; y su desatino no paró allí, pues 
habiendo experimentado por sí misma la inconsecuencia masculina, generalizó en su 
desprecio a todo lo que implicara el sexo fuerte. De este modo llego a obligar que sobrino 
Francisco se vistiera de niña hasta el día en que entró al colegio . . .
-No quiero en esta  casa nada masculino. (144)40
However, not all the females in the novel influence Bruna in a positive feminist 
way. While, there are women who do not accept their social structure, others are 
described as “una serie de mujeres condenadas por un sistema social a aceptar un papel 
que ni quieren ni ejercen con éxito”(Scott 625)41. These females are content to live a life 
of passivity, categorized as part of the Other:
Dentro de la familia de Bruna, las mujeres —  a excepción de Camelia Llorosa 
que se independizo del ambiente—  todas fueron víctimas, o juguetes de las 
circunstancias, por la cobardía que las mantuvo atadas a los hombres y  por el egoísmo de 
ellos, que nunca quisieron soltarles de la mano. Entre los hombres existió más variedad 
que entre las mujeres, quienes vivieron aferradas a los convencionalismos y  se dejaron 
influenciar por el mal del soroche. (156)42
At the same time, several characters reject patriarchal pressures despite not 
embodying any feminist learnings. Among them is Bruna's aunt Catalina, an obsessive
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Catholic who spends her life counting “la gran acumulación de indulgencies” (156)43. The 
narrator describes this obsession as:
Conservaba el segundo piso para ella sola, a excepción del cuarto en que dormía 
tía Clarita. El piso era una especie de oficina de información litúrgica donde se podía 
encontrar cualquier pormenor de la vida de cualquier santo, y todos los datos publicados 
hasta el presente que habían podido llegar a la ciudad acerca de las indulgencias. (157)44
Her obsession becomes so extreme that “se vio obligada a contratar los servicios 
de un joven versado en teneduría de libros para que le ayudara a llevar el negocio de su 
salvación” (229)45. Furthermore, her perspective on life leads to her complete rejection of 
males, which illustrates that, “no toleraba la presencia de hombres en tomo suyo porque 
los consideraba más concupiscentes y más en armonía y con más entendimiento con el 
demonio que las mujeres” (229)46. Catalina’s rejection of men becomes so complete that 
she even develops a dislike for masculine attire and makes her employee dress in girl's 
clothing: “El joven enrojeció ante la propuesta y amenazo dejarla plantada con la carga de 
números. Entonces consiguió, después de muchos rodeos y tira y afloja, que el joven se 
vistiera durante las horas de trabajo con un delantal azul-negro que le tapaba los brazos y 
le llegaba hasta los tobillos” (23 O)47.
Aside from the negative attitude for her masculine counterparts, Catalina 
establishes a concrete ideology concerning men's and women's roles in a family 
relationship. The narrator explains: “Le era difícil admitir la existencia de mujeres que 
tuvieron que vivir solas, abandonadas a la lascivia de los hombres, y consideraba 
necesario para el respaldo de la familia un ser masculino, aunque su presencia fuera sólo 
de estampa como fue el respaldo que tuvo en el hermano maniático” (229)48.
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Catalina’s negative perception of men stems from her generalizations about a 
perceived lack of moral self-control. Catalina undoubtedly questions the value of the 
traditional male support that society requires and feels that males have failed to be role 
models for their wives and children, especially in emotionally and spiritually charged 
contexts. Thus, through Catalina, the author describes the deteriorating family 
relationship and expresses her thoughts on the ideal versus the reality of family structure.
Many of the female characters in the novel, along with Bruna, depict an identity 
struggle. Bruna wants to “sentirse plenamente ser humano, persona, mujer” (317)49. She 
wants to stray from the restrictive identity that has imprisoned her within the walls of the 
sleepy city. As Angulo describes it, “Bruna symbolizes the triumph of ‘mestizaje,’ the 
blend of different elements without contradiction” (22). With the guidance of several 
women, Bruna represents the only female who successfully liberates herself entirely from 
the restrictions of the sleepy city. Bruna embodies the spirit of resistance and signifies 
hope for other women. Bruna’s first act of rebellion occurs when she acknowledges her 
indigenous roots and takes on her official last name, Illacatu.
Bruna initially experiences the same injustices as her female ancestors, but, in the 
end, is able to escape the city along with the suppression, “lo que se destaca en la historia 
de Bruna concieme las nuevas sensaciones y nueva vision del mundo que experimenta al 
salir de la ciudad”(Chica 81)50. By escaping the city, Bruna achieves a new identity and 
sense of purpose for her existence as a new woman experiencing the world from a 
different perspective.
In terms of gender, Yanez Cossio uses the female characters to reveal the social 
system that places women in secondary position to males. Bruna becomes aware of
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gender differences when her brother Gabriel is given the opportunity to study abroad and 
fulfill his destiny through education, while she is denied those same opportunities. Bruna 
becomes aware that the family’s future is solely based in terms of the male position in 
society:
Los padres de Bruna se incomodaban cuando oían a la tía el deseo de que uno de 
sus hijos fuera perito contador. María 23 y su esposo querían que sus hijos fueran 
profesionales, y no les gustaba la idea de que tía Catalina se hiciera cargo de ninguno de 
ellos, a pesar de que ella había prometido que la educación correrla por su cuenta y que 
sería en un país de más allá de los mares. (240)51
The family’s decision to provide Gabriel with educational opportunities is not 
made because he is more intellectual than his sister, but simply because he is male, “el 
destino de Gabriel se solucionó de una manera casual el día en que se encontraba toda la 
familia reunida con padres, abuelos, tíos, y nietos” (241)52. This assumption leaves Bruna 
questioning the concept of discrimination within traditional family structure. Bruna 
explains:
—Un chico puede ir a Paris, o al fin del mundo. No tiene una virginidad que 
cuidar, ha nacido con el privilegio de ser hombre. Mientras ella no puede ir sola del 
colegio a la casa que dista pecas cuadras. Ha nacido con el estigma de ser mujer, esta 
condenada al ghetto. Contra su virginidad atenían los que pasan por su lado, los pájaros 
que están parados en los alambres de la luz, los arboles con sus brazos alargados, los 
montes cuando hacen sus juegos de luces y juegan al escondite, el arco-iris y todas las 
personas y seres ... (242)5
Bruna is concerned about her situation, and concludes that such favouring is 
misogynistic. Furthermore, she rebels against the woman’s placement within a male 
dominated social structure. In Bruna’s feminist thinking, Yáñez Cossio embodies the 
reality of women’s rights and the unequal circumstances that turn women into 
possessions. Consequently, Bruna assumes a role that she was bom into, one in which she 
has no control. She understands the system is limiting towards women’s potential.
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Patriarchal domination has been systematically ingrained into the society, and has 
allowed an imbalance of power to exist between the sexes.
This concept of women’s social marginalization is exemplified through two 
characters in the novel. For example, Bruna’s uncle Panchito, who is searching for a 
buried treasure “decidió apoderarse del tesoro haciendo los preparativos con 
minuciosidad que indicaban los libros de la época sobre los desenterramientos de tesoros” 
(147)54. Once the treasure is found, Panchito shouts, awakening his wife, who runs to the 
scene in order to see the commotion: “los gritos fueron tales que despertaron a la mujer de 
Panchito, a quien se le habla prohibido asistir al desenterramiento del tesoro por el hecho 
de ser mujer (Las mujeres impedían el buen éxito del trabajo)” (149)55. The message 
portrayed showcases women’s alienation and the forced role of obedience. This example 
of obeying is also witnessed among women within the entire sleepy city. The women are 
susceptible to being passive and obeying all the rules. The following passages describe 
the rules of conduct that have been ingrained into the minds of all women from 
childhood:
El chocolate se toma levantando el dedo menique y a sorbitos lentos, para que no 
suene. El caballero debe abrir las puertas a la dama. Dime con quien andas y  te diré quien 
eres. Nobleza obliga. Un pañuelo usado no debe doblarse nunca, sino...
-¡Soy tu padre y  me debes respeto!
-!Soy tu madre y  me debes obediencia!
- ¡ Soy tu jefe y me debes consultar todo lo que hagas!
-¡Soy tu confesor y me debes decir tus más secretos pensamientos! (104)56
The second character to represent social marginalization is Gabriel’s wife, a
dancer:
La jovencita bailarina también tenía su historia: sus padres habían muerto en la 
guerra y fue recogida por unos vecinos que la metieron de novicia en un convento de 
monjas. Un día oyó música gitana al pie de las tapias del convento. Trepó los muros para 
ver de lo que se trataba y  vio bailar a los gitanos. En ese mismo momento adivinó que el 
mundo era grande y  abierto, y sin pensarlo dos veces se arrancó a tirones los hábitos que
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llevaba, saltó la tapia y  se unió a los gitanos para seguir bailando por el mundo, hasta el 
día en que se topó con Gabriel y  vio en el fondo de sus ojos una soledad tan intensa que la 
dejó pasmada, y  uniendo su destino al del muchacho, rompieron juntos un cántaro y  
mezclaron unas gotas de sangre que se sacaron con el filo de una hoja de Gillette. (241)57
Essentially, Gabriel’s wife is the catalyst for Bruna’s consciousness and is an 
example for her to explore the world. In the sleepy city, many of the women are unable to 
break free from the dominant rule and continue to participate in the cycle of passivity. But 
Bruna belongs to the group of females who are successful in breaking barriers for women. 
As Handelsman describes it: “Bruna presenta al lector una visión positiva de la identidad
c o
femenina al crear a una protagonista que es capaz de triunfar en la vida”(894) .
Consequently, the narrator explains:
La cumbre de la civilización debería ser que cada uno viviera su propia vida 
como le viniera en gana. Los demás, deberían aceptar los gustos de las gentes con una 
tolerancia más inclinada al amor que a la indiferencia, buscando en las fallas y  
debilidades ajenas las implicaciones, no las causas. En la ciudad dormida nunca se 
llegaría a eso, pero valía la pena vivir, tan solo para intentarlo. (242)59
The author suggests that women have endless opportunities in life that are worth
exploring, but each must want to create these opportunities for herself. For Bruna, her
v
questioning gives her the opportunity to reconstruct a new-identity and liberation from the 
dominant discourse. Thus, through Bruna’s struggle, the author exemplifies the 
possibility of change in the future, as Bruna sparks an interest in questioning the ability to 
think on her own:
Bruna pasaba el tiempo, se entretenía, se aburría y  hacía de todo un poco con las 
chicas de su edad que vivían encandiladas bajo la luz de sus convicciones, las que nunca 
se habían atrevido a ponerlas en la tela de juicio per temor de que un rayo de luz le cayera 
del cielo y castigara la osadía de atreverse a pensar por sí mismas. (309)60
Bruna doesn’t want to be trapped in a destiny already established for her and in
the end decides to leave town. Bruna begins to define herself only when she learns all the
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facts about her past and makes the conscious decision to use her indigenous last name. 
Once she addresses her heritage, two fragments of her life are reconstructed, the 
importance of her indigenous roots and the importance of women in a society. Both 
elements constitute the basis for Bruna’s authenticity and by acknowledging her past she 
establishes the importance of her forgotten heritage and reconsiders the female values 
within society.
Bruna successfully liberates herself from the categorization of the Other and 
understands that “la vida era el supremo don que podía tener y por el cual valía la pena 
hacerse todas las magulladuras posibles”(36)61. She uses a multitude of sources to create a 
feminist conscious that rejects the imposed social norms placed on her. As an advocate of 
resistance, Bruna “lucha desde el interior de un mecanismo cerrado y profundamente 
represivo, que se produce y reproduce viciosamente con cada generación” (Vázquez 
42)62. For this reason, she escapes the confines of the sleepy city, never to return again. 
Handelsman describes that “la protagonista lucha por salir de un medio estático y 
anacrónico, cuyos prejuicios y tradiciones amenazan destruirla”(894) . Thus, the novel 
concludes “en una nota reinvindicadora del valor real de la mujer”. Bruna’s act of 
rebellion has led her to the exploration of the unknown that was denied to her existence. 
The knowledge of her race and gender allow Bruna to start a new journey, one consisting 
of an authentic identity, liberating her from social constraints, where the prohibited 
exploration of the unknown is now something she can celebrate and experience 
independent of the dominant discourse. Through Bruna’s struggle, the novel offers a 
reconstruction of women’s social roles and exposes the problems of race, class and 
gender, in a society where patriarchal authority has become the norm.
Notes
1 “She knew that the world was large, that humans have more height than meets the eye, and that man and 
only man is the measure of all things.”
2 “The people of the city took pills for the soroche and when the pills ran out, the disease manifested itself 
by people remaining still indefinitely. Indifference took possession of them ... They stopped feeling many 
sensations. Sloth overtook their knees ... the hidden sadness surfaced in their eyes, their breathing 
changed...”
3 “Bruna choose to remain silent, as always, and not insist more.” /
as it was difficult, humanly impossible to explain the unexplainable, silence was chosen.”
5 “almost all the children grew up and became adults absorbing the defects of their aunts and uncles.”
6 “it seemed to be a curse for the Illacatu’s that their decedents were orphans and the children we raised by 
aunts and uncles.”
7 “Nothing had changed in the sleepy city. The children had grown and the old had died.”
8 “an illustrious name, a name which they could choose to rebuild their brilliant past.”
9 “Bruna descended from an undesirable race which still felt hurt and did not appreciate the mestizaje, with
pain and a complex of original sin.” t
10“In order for her to be accepted they took everything: her religion, name, language, even the color of her 
skin (in the painting) and the only revenge she had was refusing to speak the new language.”
11 “I baptize you, Yahuma, with the name Maria. In the name of the Father, the Son and the ...” ;
12“The first female resistance against the white man given that Maria learned the language of the whites, 
was to refuse to speak it; even though they taught her new customs, she refused to use the fork to place food 
into her mouth, refusing to learn the new things imposed on her.”
13 “she seemed lonely, one with the earth, abandoned by all, watcher of her own pain and amazement, 
symbol of admiration but a captive by her roots.”
14 “In her oriental eyes you could see the massacre of an entire civilization, which has taken the best we 
had, and illustrates who has ingrained and perfected their vices to dominate without remorse.” .
15 “They were aware of the prestige that the gold provided, so they changed García to Villacatu.
- Here in Spain everyone is García ...
- It’s a gentlemen's name ...
- They call us Villacatu. Our mother was of royal blood”
16 “Their children grew up in the land of their mother, and thus cursed the day in which their parents 
changed their last name. In the land where they live, everything was yet to be accomplished, and therefore 
adopted the name of Villa-Cato where the children of Villa-Cato settled the doubts of the Catovil ancestry.
-Villacatu is Indian, pure Quichua...
-We own six villas.
- Villa-Cato, does not sound bad ..,!
- Catovil sounds better!
- That's it! What a relief, we lost Villacatu!”
17 “I have Indian blood in me!
- Are you crazy....?
- Chana Mama told me that...
- 1 told you not to talk to servants.
- I've seen the archives about my great-great india...
- Jesus! What nonsense!”
18 “shocked to discover her own roots, she was not the daughter of her parents, nor granddaughter of her 
grandparents nor the niece of her uncle’s. She was a being in the air.”
19 “Since [Bruna] wrote his name with the last name that actually belonged to her, she felt her footsteps in 
the world were more firm. She was not a wild bird in the world flying at ground level or a leaf detached 
from a tree, she was a concrete being. She discovered the reason for her secret rebellion and traced her own 
route as the only captain of the ship; she now had a geneology tree and could forget that she had one. She 
could lie down to sleep in her shadow without having the leaves fall or have the branches bend.”
20 “As a result of becoming familiar with the past, Bruna changed her name, not like Camelia Llorosa, who 
used her nickname to make life more interesting, but she replaced the name "Catovil" with "Illacatu" an act 
that accepts and claims her indigenous ancestor. She never emphasizes the etymology of "Catovil," which 
roughly translates to something like "al mirar" a characteristic that exemplifies one of the fundamental 
problems of the family and another reason for Bruna to liberate herself from the last name.”
21 “These feminine archetypes give a historical summary of women's limited roles. They are characters who 
reject established sexual patterns, weakness and traditional passivity; restrictions that for a long time (even 
today) have remained in Ecuador and Latin America.”
22 “ a world whose established social structures have meant the perpetuation of a hierarchical system, 
patriarchal and heterosexual, which has depended its existence of oppression and violence against 
subordinate sectors.”
23 “examples of a courageous attitude defined against discrimination, submission and dependence.”
24 “she learned the language of the whites but refused to speak it, the words reproduced in her throat with a 
different meaning.”
25 “by refusing to speak Castilian, Maria creates a wall between herself and the man who is her owner and 
executioner.”
26 “the scissors continued cutting and cutting until someone intervened but by then he was already dead.”
27 “Carmela never thought in rebelling, because she was unable to determine it for itself, the principles 
which she was bom with were strongly attached to sex, took time to realize that the conditions of inferiority 
in which she was bom into, by the fact of being a woman, were not such.”
28 “widowed, married and single all at the same time.”
29 “the girl was alone in a world completely unknown. This amounted to a second birth without a father, a 
mother, without embroidered shirts or lullabies.”
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30 “Realizing that the world was populated by other people, she made the great discovery that the education 
she had received was absurd ....Her young mind and virginity assimilated to a unique culture. She learned 
several languages. She began to manage herself according to the impulses of her blood.”
31 “Carmela made way to life, obeying the impulses of her heart that beat fast paced, fortified by grief, 
loneliness and hardships that awaited the opportunity to conquer the world.”
32 “She became a complete woman, absolute, owner of her own decisions and actions. She was the first and 
only woman of that time to become independent in the sleeping city,”
33 “if they wanted.”
34 “She had the gift of offering but not giving in. The men were perplexed, not knowing what to do. They 
were accustomed to obscene provocations of the "Bello-Animal". Camelia, however, said yes, and then 
"no" innocently, as her intellect only increased male lust.”
35 “nun, a widow, maiden and married...”
36 “disappointed in her attempt to balance her existence between her Being and what she Must-Be -  which 
is also the Non-Being -  she becomes a nun”
37 “The nephews did not dare to breathe in her presence. It was a favor from heaven that the six left. They 
were victims, as always, of measles and smallpox. The remaining three were: Catalina, Francisco and 
Clarita. The three grew up in the narrow circle of education dominated by fear and uncertainty, causing 
abrupt changes of character, between the tedium of the long prayers for the human being by disillusion, and 
the damages and anxieties to see the wide corridors and unable to run, or play with the water.”
38“the birth of a generation of weaklings.” i
39 “silent, austere, and cold.” ‘
40 “ Camelia's attitude was fearsome, she could not be in a house where she was no longer herself; life asked
too much, yet she had not forgiven being duped by an insignificant man; and her blunder did not stop there, 
having experienced it herself the male inconsistency, widespread in their contempt for anything that 
involved the stronger sex. For this reason she forced her nephew Francis to dress as a girl until the day he 
entered school.. . ” ;
- 1 do not want any men in this house.
41“a number of women convicted by a social system to accept another role they do not want or can execute 
successfully.”
42 “Within Bruna’s family, the women -  except Camelia Llorosa, who liberated herself from the 
environment -  all were victims or toys of the circumstances, by the cowardice that kept them tied to the 
men and their selfishness, and never wanting to let go of their hand. Among males, there was more variety 
than women who lived outside the conventions and allowed themselves to be influenced by the soroche.”
43 “the accumulation of indulgences.” ■ .
44 “She conserved the second floor for herself, except for a room that aunt Clarita occupied. The floor was a
space for liturgical information, where you could find any detail of the life of any saint and all data that was 
published until the present about indulgences.” ^
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45 “she was forced to hire the services of a young man well versed in bookkeeping to help her run a business 
for her salvation.”
46 “ she did not tolerate the presence of men around her because she considered them more lustful and in 
more harmony and understanding with the devil than with women.”
47 “The boy blushed at the proposal and threatened to leave her to deal with the numbers on her own. Then 
succeeded, after many detours and a tug of war, that the young man dress in a blue-black apron during 
working hours that covered his arms and reached his ankles.”
48 “It was difficult to admit the existence of women who had to live alone, abandoned to the lasciviousness 
of men, and considered it necessary for males to represent family privilage.”
49 “to feel like a whole human being, person and woman.”
50“what is developed in the history of Bruna concerns the new sensations and new world view that she 
experiences when out of the city.”
51 “Bruna's parents were uncomfortable when they heard the aunt’s hope for one of her sons was to become 
an expert accountant. Maria 23 and her husband wanted their children to be professionals and they did not 
like the idea that Aunt Catalina would be in charge of the children, despite her promise of providing an 
education in a country from beyond the seas.”
52“Gabriers fate was casually settled one day when the family was together with parents, grandparents, 
uncles, and grandchildren.”
53 “A male can go to Paris, or to the end of the world. He has no virginity to care for; he is bom with the 
privilege of being a male. While she cannot go alone from school to home located just a few blocks away. 
She is bom with the stigma of being a woman, and condemned to the ghetto. Her virginity is threatened by 
those who pass by her side, the birds that are standing on the light wires, the trees with their stretched 
branches, the mountains that play with lights and hide and seek, the rainbow and all people ...”
54 “decided to seize the treasure by meticulously doing the preparations indicted in the books of the time
about unearthing treasures.” \
55 “the cries woke Panchito’s wife, who was banned from attending the treasure digging for simply being a 
woman (women prevented the success of work).”
56 “ To drink chocolate you must raise the little finger and slowly sip, in order not to make noise. The 
gentleman should open the door for the lady. Tell me who you are with and I'll tell you who you are. 
Nobility obliges. A used tissue should never be folded ever, but...
- 1 am your father and you must respect me!
- 1 am your mother and you must obey me!
- l  am your boss and must tell me everything you do!
- 1 am your confessor, and I must tell me your secret thoughts!”
57 “The young dancer also had a story: her parents had died in the war and was cared for by neighbors who 
placed her in a nunnery in a convent. One day she heard gypsy music from the walls of the convent. She 
climbed the walls to see what it was and saw the gypsies dance. At that moment she knew that the world 
was large and open, and without thinking twice jumped the fence and joined the gypsies to keep dancing 
around the world, until the day she ran into Gabriel and looked deep into his eyes very intensely which blew 
her away, and uniting their destiny together, they broke ajar and mixed a few drops of their blood with the 
edge of a Gillette.”
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V
58 “Bruna presents the reader with a positive view of female identity by creating a protagonist who is able to 
succeed in life.”
59 “The summit of civilization should be that everyone must live their life however they please. The rest 
should accept the tastes of those inclined to tolerate love rather than indifference, seeking the implications 
of flaws and weaknesses of others, not the causes. This state will not reach the sleepy city but it is worth 
living and trying.”
60 “Bruna spent the time, amused, bored and did little with girls her age who lived dazzled under the relam
of convictions, as they never dared to question for fear that a light beam would fall from the sky and punish 
the audacity of daring to think for themselves.” . -
61 “life was the greatest gift I could have, for which it was worth all the bruises along the way.”
62 “she fights from within against a closed and deeply repressive mechanism, which viciously produces and 
reproduces with each generation.”
63 “the protagonist struggles to emerge from the static and anachronistic system, whose prejudices and 
traditions threaten to destroy her.”
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Chapter 3
Deconstructing the patriarchal order and the introduction of social equality in Yo
vendo unos ojos negros
“El individuo solo no existe: existe rodeado por una sociedad, inmerso en una sociedad, sufriendo
en una sociedad, luchando o escondiéndose en una sociedad.”1
-Raúl Olmedo
In her novel, Yo vendo unos oios negros. Yánez Cossío utilizes feminist narrative 
to describe the transformative process of the female experience. The author illustrates that 
this experience is not passive, but an active process, an evolution of social consciousness 
and identity. Yánez Cossío identifies the current female experience as a product derived 
from the masculine discourse. For this reason, the author presents a narrative that 
demonstrates women’s empowerment and their ability to reconstruct social consciousness 
on their own terms. This process is exemplified through the individuals in the novel who 
rebel against women’s social inferiority. These women, particularly the novel’s 
protagonist, Maria, are not defined as dependent on male counterparts, nor does their 
narrative revolve around masculine activities. Thus, the author allows the novel to 
become a platform for her readers to question the validity of identity in their lives:
Tal vez llegue un día en que las mujeres caigan en cuenta de lo que significa ser 
mujer: algo más que ser humano con la misión de dirigir la vida que tan fácilmente se 
desliza cuando se ama, y no objetos ávidos de llenarse con las bagatelas que se ocurren a 
un diseñador cualquiera para acelerar la producción de un panzudo fabricante. (47)2
Yánez Cossío criticizes the individual’s ability to question the consumerist social
structure, which has victimized both women and men. She explains that all beings must
be capable of questioning their validity in order to understand the significance of self. The
author also explains that people will typically accept a concept without questioning its
validity, such as, “que la función de la mujer en el mundo es casarse y tener hijos”(76) .
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By accepting without questioning, we diminish the opportunities to explore beyond the 
continuously inherited repressive system.
The novel presents Maria’s struggle as a recently separated woman who finds 
herself alone after her failed attempt at marriage. Initially, María feels useless, as she is a 
modest woman without an education and does not have much work experience. In order 
to survive the hostile and materialistic society, Maria finds a job to support herself 
financially. It is only once she is employed, that Maria truly understands the depth of 
social repression that has systematically victimized all individuals.
Through the narrative, two distinct scenarios develop, detailing first, the 
conditions of an unjust society, and second, Maria’s evolving feminist conscious as a 
result of her circumstances. In the first scenario, the author repeatedly uses particular 
terms to criticize a reality that she describes as:
Todo estaba tranquilocomo un charco de agua sucia brillando y oliendo bajo la 
modorra del sol, mientras miles de paracaidistas ensayaban sus saltos acrobáticos sobre el 
agua y se complacían contemplando sus imágenes invertidas. De repente, alguien, un ser 
extraño a la charca, tiró una piedra y las natas verdes se abrieron como cortinas 
aterciopeladas y viejas dejando ver las intimidades: montones de larvas dormían flotando 
en el agua podrida. Los caballitos de San Vicente, asustados, dejaron a un lado sus 
maniobras y volaron a esconderse en sus cuarteles vegetales. (7)4 v
Here, the author uses the image of a stagnant puddle of water to represent the unchanging 
and unsatisfactory social condition that has restricted all individuals within her society. 
However, the use of the larvae represents change in the future, once “se sequen todas las 
charcas del subdesarrollo y el egoísmo”(83).5
The second scenario describes the dialogue between María and her alter ego, la 
mala amiga6. This discourse illustrates the process with which Maria utilizes her feminist 
consciousness to escape the limitations of her society, and to question the need for those
'Ir
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limitations in the first place. In the safety of personal rhetoric, Maria consults and 
discusses the problems with la mala amiga, who exposes her to different modes of 
thinking.
La mala amiga is a critical character in the novel, because, through her narrative, 
the author is able to chronicle the history of social problems. One of the fundamental 
social issues exposed by la mala amiga is lack of female empowerment. Maria’s mala 
amiga describes three different stories, all of which revolve around the main issue that, 
“todo en el mundo andaba mal por causa del machismo”(8) .La mala amiga serves as the 
catalyst that initiates Maria’s feminist notions of the world and exposes her to the 
consequences generated by gender inequality.
Each story told by the mala amiga begins to influence Maria’s ideology, allowing 
her to question different ideas and possibilities. The stories told by the mala amiga 
describe many scenarios dealing with women’s suffering, and even explain her opinion of 
the current state of all beings: “Los hombres no se adaptaban a las circunstancias del 
medio desaparecían como los grandes dinosaurios, y las mujéres quedaban como las 
amazonas dueñas y señoras de la tierra, y por si fuera poco, con grandes laboratorios
Q
listos para iniciar una era de inseminación artificial” (14) .
The first story details the reasoning behind the repress state of homosexuality in 
society. The story compares the male homosexual and the real man, explaining the 
marginalization of even the male members of society. According to the mala amiga, the 
homosexual is handicapped like a blind person because he is abnormal, and is therefore, 
excluded from a society that looks down on anything different from the dominant male 
authority. The mala amiga comments on social marginalization, applying the concept 
specifically to the current tribulations of homosexuals, women, and the handicapped. She
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begins with the analogy of the blind man, who is handicapped, but still respected and 
allowed to live free from discrimination: “debía hacerse a un lado para que él pasara 
suavemente con su problema a cuestas y que no debía reírse nunca ni complacerse en el 
morbo porque era un ser humano triste, tímido y preocupado” (9)9. But for the 
marginalized homosexual community, the perceived social handicap becomes the 
justification for their marginalization: “que era un ser que se buscaba a sí mismo y que: 
estaba condenado por una sociedad calculadora y fría que se gozaba en quitarle su palo de 
ciego y hacerle zancadillas encada esquina para hundirle más en la intrincada selva de sus 
glándulas y de su siques”(9)10. It is important to note that the mala amiga offers this 
comparison as a further extension about homosexuals as a way to also critique the 
mistreatment of women in society.
The second story references the concept of women’s inferiority as a result of 
lacking certain physical attributes, and outlines the reasons why men are physically 
different from women. This story describes a cave-man tradition, and theorizes that the 
man has developed differently physically because of his need to conquer, hunt and build. 
The narrator states:
La historia de la edad del musculo, el hombre se hizo más alto que la mujer 
porque necesitaba de sus piernas y de su fuerza física para poder andar las largas jomadas 
del cuaternario con el fin de poder cazar y alimentarse con la came palpitante y cmda, y 
que por eso se acostumbró a mirar todo desde arriba como si él hubiera engendrado y 
dado vida a todo lo existente y por existir, y que como era de esperarse, de esta manera 
desarrolló su dominio de amo y señor. (10)11
The mala amiga explains that there was a time when both sexes were equal, but man, in 
addition to having the ability to maintain life, surpassed his abilities, and moulded the 
world according to the values he created. The narrator insinuates that, historically, women 
had no choice in the values men created and that men’s ability to possess and dominate
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was the root of the oppression of women in society. From this standpoint, women’s 
development and attributes were determined as follows, “se hizo más pequeña que el 
hombre, porque para tener hijos era su fin específico, no necesitaba ser larga sino ancha, y 
que ocupada en la vida que tenía en sus manos y preocupada con el universo que había 
salido de su vientre”( l l )  .
The narrator maintains that women in primitive times were limited to childbearing 
and taking part only in domestic tasks, which did not allow them to exercise any of their 
freedoms. The narrative suggests that women became accustomed to “mirar las cosas y a 
los seres desde abajo desarrollando una actitud sumisa, y quede de esta posición de 
parado y de sentada, posición de apariencia inofensiva, nació la supuesta inferioridad de 
la mujer”(l l )13. María subsequently begins to piece the puzzle together and perceives the 
social misogyny conditioning the submissive self.
The third story discusses recent chauvinistic traditional beliefs. According to the 
mala amiga, women find themselves in the position they are in because of,
[U]n simple proceso evolutivo, que la antigua posición de odaliscas era bastante 
cómoda y que duró tantos siglos porque ninguna mujer quería cambiar porque estaban 
sentadas en la casa engordando, con la mente flotando en el nirvana, acariciando a los 
hijos que crecían como matitas alrededor del árbol, sin mas responsabilidad que la cocina 
que era complicada, pero como no había otra cosa que hacer sino calceta o jugar a las 
damas chinas o atisbar a los vecinos desde las ventanas o armar uno que otro lío 
pacíficamente doméstico. (12)14
This story also informs Maria of how women have begun to overcome sexism and of the 
current status of the Women's Liberation Movement. She describes how different 
developments, such as birth control, have benefited the female struggle and discusses 
how, over the years, women have become brave. The mala amiga points out that, through 
the evolution of feminism, other developments of women's liberation have resulted in, “se 
hizo necesario que la mujer saliera a trabajar dejando la intelectualmente pútrida casa, y
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Vino el profesionalismo femenino en el cual van rindiendo y dando frutos y que ahora 
quién era el que pedía detener la marcha?”( 14)15
Through the comedie stories of the mala amiga, María becomes aware of her 
femininity and develops a feminine consciousness, in which she understands her 
repressed situation. The narrator states:
“Las palabras de la "mala amiga" habían producido en María y en la envoltura de 
su esqueleto un sin-número de nuevas sensaciones que se fueron enquistando en su ser, 
pedacito a pedacito, como se hacen los mosaicos, hasta que un buen día se volatilizaron 
en pensamientos y luego se hicieron proyectos” (17)16.
The narrator explains that Maria’s developing consciousness was an active process that
“tomó su tiempo de incubación y entonces saltó la pólvora y reaccionó de una manera
increíble”(17)17.
A pivotal moment in Maríá’s liberation occurs when she separates from her 
husband, Garcia. Maria first realizes the benefits of a traditional married relationship, as 
she depends on her husband for protection and economic support. The author uses the 
institution of marriage as a way to criticize how many women have identified themselves 
only in relation to their husband and family. But with the collapse of her marriage, Maria 
must now deal with an identity crisis, which forces her to explore other forms of 
representation, completely independent of anyone else. Maria now desperately needs to 
find a sense of self-representation to rescue herself from the social stigma of being on her 
own. Hence, the narrative explains:
Las mujeres solas, sin el lenitivo de la familia, llegaron a la soledad de sus 
cuevas, caladas de angustia y de abandono, ansiando engendrar una larvita para tener 
compañía, ansiando que las aguas estancadas de la charca iniciaran un curso, tal vez hacia 
la libertad del océano, tal vez hacia el sentido de una vida que se cansaban de buscar sin 
encontrarla. (79)18
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At this point, the narrative implies that women without a family life lack an identity 
outside the traditional family unit. This is why Maria initially views marriage as a means 
of existing within society. But once she realizes the inequalities allotted within marriage, 
she consults the mala amiga as a platform towards understanding new ideas that will help 
her escape from her stagnant marriage.
Garcia’s socially indifferent attitude and inability to communicate with his wife 
do nothing to sustain the marriage. For example, the narrator explains Garcia’s daily 
routine after work, “entonces se sentaba a leer el periódico amurallado tras las páginas 
deportivas, reviviendo los goles, los pases, los quites, las apuestas y las cervezas”(24)19. 
Also, in an attempt to have a conversation with her husband, María cooks for him daily 
but, “él se la comía de la misma manera, sea buena o mala, sin decir una palabra, con un 
silencio que congelaba la sopa u cualquier buena intención” (24)20. Thus, along with the 
mala amiga ’s advice, Garcia's impotence and unattractive attitude are determining factors 
for Maria to leave her husband, as he is described as being “umbilicado, peniforme, óseo, 
oviforme”(99)21.
It is important to note that the characteristic of not having the ability to procreate, 
usually associated with women, is elemental to showing that males are vulnerable and 
possess flaws as well. But despite Garcia’s having this particular problem, Maria is still 
made to believe, by her mother-in-law and her husband, that she is not a complete 
individual because she cannot fulfill her duty of being a mother. The author criticizes the 
family dynamic, since women have fallen victim to the oppressive conditioning, and are 
forced to accept the inadequacies of men as their own fault. Yáñez Cossio argues that, “la 
mujer es a la vez víctima del machismo y es también, en parte, la causante del problema,
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pues la misma madre establece diferencias en la formación de los hijos”( qtd. In Angulo 
23)22. . :
Despite Maria’s at first being confident in her decision to leave her husband, she 
does eventually rethink her actions: “y hasta se arrepintió de haberse separado de García 
porque en el fondo lo único que era, era una mujer absurdamente tímida e inútil” (52) . 
This depicts the negative way in which Maria perceives herself as a result of the social 
conditioning she has been exposed to for her whole life. The act of inept dependency is a 
condition that has been ingrained into Maria’s conscious since she was a young child. The 
narrator explains: “La educaron solo para casarse con un García, ni siquiera con otro, 
porque creyó ingenuamente que si esperaba un año más se iba a quedar sin pan ni pedazo, 
en la percha, sola, solterona, sañuda, sin apoyo, sin el cambio de su apellido, intacta, 
indefensa, indeseada” (35)24. In this society, María, along with other women, is made to 
believe that without the support of a husband and his name, she is classified as worthless. 
Consequently, Maria initially does not trust in her ability to sustain a new life on her own. 
It is this mentality that makes her question if she should stay with her husband because it 
is the social expectation, or if she should leave him and become a financially independent 
woman. Therefore, imprisoned within an oppressive family system, but also having the 
will power to change her adverse conditions, Maria removes the “de” from her last name 
and removes her wedding ring that “más peso que el peso específico del oro”(20) . This 
is the first step to moving out side the realm of the charca.
The importance of altering her last name is fundamental to Maria’s evolution 
because the “de” symbolically represents the “dependencia, posesión, pertenencia, 
impuesto por las instituciones sociales”(Angulo 23)26. Here the use of language represents 
power and by removing the ‘o f  in her last name, Maria does not continue to participate in
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the traditional social norms imposed on her consisting of “casarse y tener hijos, casa y 
marido, marido hijos y casa, hijos casa y marido”( l8) . As stated by Emile Benveniste, it 
is through language that subjectivity is created, but through language one can achieve 
liberation: “ ...it is literally true that the basis of subjectivity is in the exercise of language. 
If one really thinks about it, one will see that there is no other objective testimony to the 
identity of the subject except that which he himself thus gives about himself ”(43). Thus, 
the deconstruction of her last name allows Maria to recreate a new identity, one that is 
self-sufficient and independent from her husband.
Due to her circumstances, Maria she must apply for job postings and enter the 
work force in order to support herself and salir del charco. As a result of caring for her 
husband for most of her life, she now finds herself at a disadvantage because of her lack 
of education and work experience. This new-found independence is a sobering experience 
as Maria begins looking for a job “sin saber por dónde empezar”(51) .
Maria has no option but to apply for a sales position, despite not knowing the 
exact job description, because the pay is ten thousand sucres29. Once Maria accepts the 
offer, the narrator compares female representation within the realms of the home and of 
work spaces. Angulo explains, “el espacio doméstico de la casa (esfera privada 
femenina), se combina con el espacio de la oficina (esfera pública m asculina)”(24) . 
Angulo states that, in both spaces, the woman occupies the inferior role. At home, the 
female’s needs are secondary to those of her male counterpart. In Maria’s case, she is 
constantly scrutinized for not meeting her husband’s demands in fulfilling her motherly 
and domestic duties. At work too, Angulo explains that, despite being in a space outside 
of the home, Maria still must comply with the demands of her male boss.
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When María initially enters the work force she questions her destiny and realizes 
that she has actively participated in a social role that was already predetermined for her to 
fulfill. The narrator explains, “si hubiera ido a la Universidad, no estaría allí sentada en la 
cola de cesantes, pero la suegra habló por boca de los convencionalismos diciendo que 
era criminal abandonar el hogar que es el santuario de la verdadera mujer”(44)31. María 
rethinks her current situation and realizes that an education could have potentially 
changed the outcome of her life. Instead, she was influenced by Garcia’s family not to 
pursue any study but, rather, to become a housewife, catering to the needs of her husband. 
Through Maria’s thoughts on education, the author reveals the importance of education 
for women as a means to create opportunities for equality outside the confines of the 
household. But Maria quickly stops reminiscing about the past and is now dedicated to 
sustaining herself financially at her new job.
Her employment inexperience has left her doubting her capabilities and she is 
uneasy before the interview: “sin querer leyó el letrero de la puerta que ahora estaba al 
revés y no decía PRIVADO sino ODAVIRP y se quedó pensando si debía decir: Vengo 
por el anuncio que estaba en el periódico”(51)32. As the interyiew commences, María 
feels inadequate compared to the other female applicants and is especially intimidated by 
the male interviewer, “Al salir, sintió el pinchazo de las miradas de las otras mujeres 
esperando en la sala. Volvió a sentir la humillación de buscar trabajo y la sensación de 
fracaso de tantas anónimas competidoras” (59)33. María is beginning to believe that her 
limited skills do not compare to those of other applicants and feels humiliated at the 
thought o f failure. She describes this experience as follows: “habría jurado que a través de 
las ventanas de los edificios cercanos, miles de miradas de personas conocidas entre las 
que estaban García y su madre, se estaban riendo a carcajadas” (60)34.
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After the first interview, Maria recalls, feeling “estúpida - estúpida - estúpida - 
estúpida . . (60)35 during her experience, due to being unaware of the interviewing 
process. Nor was she prepared for the harsh reality of the work force. Maria states, “el 
hombre seguía preguntando y preguntando, armado de un lente de aumento lo 
inspeccionaba como a una insecta, y ella sin defensas, respondiendo a esa voz afable, 
paternal, médica”(54)36.
María, along with the other potential candidates, is put through a series of tests 
and questionnaires to determine her ability as a sales associate. Throughout the entire 
testing process, none of the women are given any information detailing the type of 
products they will be selling. Instead, they are kept wondering and told only that they 
must perform at a satisfactory level in each test in order to continue with the interviews. It 
is not until her first day of work that Maria learns she will be selling cosmetics for an 
international beauty product supplier, Christine Farrow.
It is through the series of questionnaires that the author criticizes the established 
society, allowing her readers to question the system in which women currently find 
themselves. For example, Maria is asked, “¿Cuál es la función de la mujer en el mundo 
actual?”(75)37 As María has a difficult time answering the question, she becomes aware 
of the social neglect that women have endured as individuals and as a group. Thus, to 
break this cycle of neglect, Handelsman states, “women must not conform to the 
inherited oppressive situation because if she does she will never discover her 
necessities.”(895)
Only eight women are selected by the boss, Santos de Leon, as the new sales 
associates for the cosmetics company. After being selected for the position, Maria 
experiences a high level of gratification:
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Volvió a sentirse feliz. Chapeaba en el agua de la charca. Nadaba y se zambullía 
hasta el fondo buscando compañía, tratando de comunicarse con cualquier mala amiga, 
poniéndose combativa como si continuamente estuviera escuchando la sinfonía número 2 
de Sibelius. Entonces se dedicó a barrer a escobazos el polvo de la casa y los temores del 
alma, la basura y las penas, y poco a poco fue cambiando y ya casi era otra mujer, aunque 
a sus espaldas quedara el inmenso rebaño de mujeres para quienes la Buena Nueva del 
siglo XX se iba a quedar—y se estaba quedando—en los libros de los sociólogos. (83)38
María becomes conscious of her new and altered self. She is no longer the same woman 
confined to catering to the needs of her husband. Instead, Maria realizes that she is on the 
road to self-sufficiency, although there are many more barriers ahead.
On her first day at the job, Maria observes, “ya no había entre ellas ese aire de 
rivalidad de unas afiladas y de lenguas largas, ese quítate tú para ponerme yo”(84) . 
Instead, the rivalries have disappeared and the women unite since each of them is in the 
same search for financial stability and independence. As in Maria’s case, all the women 
initially believe that success means being self-sufficient. However, each character has a 
different experience selling beauty products, which influences the mode of thinking for 
some individuals by the end of the novel.
During the initial stages of the training process, the women leam proper selling
V
techniques, exploitation techniques and the use of deception to increase the sale of beauty 
products. But once the techniques are being utilized, Maria notices that the bond 
previously formed among all the sales associates has diminished. Each woman becomes 
concerned about herself, and a new type of friendship emerges, “era un gmpo de mujeres 
hermanadas por la necesidad de trabajo que es la peor hermandad que existe, todas 
ansiosas de sobresalir sobre las otras”(97)40. The author now notes the lack of female 
unity of working together within a group and suggests, “Women need to re-evaluate the
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status quo in the minds of women as a group in order to bring about a feminine 
consciousness”(Boyles 93).
As the training process continues, Maria notices that many of the women 
passively begin to comply with the boss’s tyranny and office demands. The author 
suggests that female passivity, despite being represented within a space outside the home, 
stems from generations of women’s compliancy to the masculine discourse:
Entonces ellas obedecieron, como lo vienen haciendo desde hace siglos, calladas, 
sin cambiar miradas para ver si se gestaba una rebeldía, sin protestar, como quienes 
nacieron sólo para recibir órdenes, como quienes perdieron la iniciativa desde el 
momento en que las cortaron el cordón umbilical, y el médico diagnosticó indiferente que 
era una niña, y la cogió por los pies y la tiró al fondo de la charca para que con el tiempo 
y la costumbre fuera reproduciéndose en eslabones de cosa insignificante, mezquina y 
abreviada por no tener un miembro extemo por el cual sonaran veinte y tantos cañonazos 
en lugar de les cuatro, sólo cuatro, que sonaron cuando nació la princesa, la pobre 
princesa que no iba a ser rey. (68)4
Along with compliancy in the workspace, Santos de León denies the women the 
ability to make their own decisions. The boss institutes a rule that each woman must first 
consult with him on what she is going to say and do during the demonstration of the 
beauty products. Angulo explains, “Ante el poder masculino, que es la ley, el sujeto 
femenino debe obedecer”(25)42. Thus, Santos de León embodies “los hombres de bien, 
los hombres decentes, los hombres inteligentes, los hombres que programaron los 
productos Christine Farrow de Nueva York para que usen y venden las estúpidas 
mujeres.”(224)43
Each of the eight women selected to work at Christine Farrow contribute different 
stories about their background, giving Maria insight to the many scenarios of women’s 
social subordination. These stories also influence Maria to try to change her situation in 
order to gain liberation from her current unfulfilling life. For the first time, Maria
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becomes exposed to the social structure within the work space, and directly applies what 
she learns to understand her own subjugation. She observes women’s position of 
subordination through Santos de Leon’s secretary, who serves as an example of the power 
distinctions based on gender. The narrator explains, “el jefe llegó con su secretaria 
particular que portaba las prolongaciones de sus manos, de sus pies, de su lengua y de su 
oído y naturalmente era una mujer subordinada y mínima, porque si no fuera así, habría 
igual número de secretarias que de secretarios”(84)44.
The narrative also discusses discrimination based on outward appearance. The 
women working alongside María are made to believe in the importance of being judged 
according to beauty. They are humiliated by the process, and the narrator states:
Se explota la eficacia y el rendimiento de la mujer subalterna porque para muchos 
hombres la hermosa muchacha es un pisa papel de lujo en la oficina y un timbre de 
prestigio cuando dice: —Pregunta a mi secretaria. Haga una cita con mi secretaria. Dígale 
a mi secretaria (84)45.
The author makes a judgement on the masculine practice of rewarding beauty rather than 
acknowledging achievement, and the importance placed on physical beauty, as a means to 
gain happiness that is achieved by the complacency of the male. ,
The novel criticizes the standard of attractiveness for success as defined by 
capitalism. The novel refers to women who exploit other women, falsely convincing them 
that their true value lies in their appearance, converting each into an object and subject of 
consumption. Each of the workers must dress and look that part in order to sell beauty 
products. This process not only attracts other customers, but each of the women 
unconsciously becomes propaganda for the company, Christine Farrow.
The importance of beauty is demonstrated by one of the sales associates, Pilar. In 
the narrative, Pilar is described as a poor woman who struggles financially to survive on a
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daily basis, but has always maintained the illusion of one day becoming a secretary. Pilar 
comments that she has acquired all the necessary skills to attain a secretarial placement, 
but states that she is at a disadvantage due to her poverty, age and lack of beauty. Pilar 
envisions a secretarial job as a means for financial stability, “Estaba Pilar, una secretaria 
que buscaba trabajo desde hace años. Un trabajo estable, con un sueldo que cubriera las 
mínimas necesidades de un hogar modesto”(93)46. But the narrator describes the 
availability for secretary jobs: “Dijo que todos los puestos de secretarias estaban 
ocupados per niñas bien que trabajaban mal. Y trabajaban mal porque era admisible que 
señoritas con posibilidades económicas y demás aspiraciones derivadas de un escaño 
social colocado encima de otros, tuvieron verdadera vocación de secretarias”(93)47. The 
narrator also explains, Pilar “nunca llegará ser la secretaria de un ministro, tímida y 
humilde a pesar de su eficiencia, ni siquiera sabía mover las caderas, ni vestirse a la 
moda, ni contestar el teléfono con aplomo”(97)48. Thus, Pilar, like other women, will not 
be able to utilize her abilities because of the social standard placed on beauty, which 
prefers aesthetics to the ability to complete work efficiently.
Similarly to Maria, her coworker Lupe, joins the work force due to the failure of 
her marriage: “Lupe pensó que para ella sería un lujo imposible dejar el Trabajo. Ahíta de 
maternidad, hermafrodita y andrógina por las circunstancias, sabía que tenía que seguir 
adelante, hi ¿quién iba a mantener a sus hijos si ella era el padre y la madre?”(130)49. 
Thus, through Lupe’s character, the author portrays the price women pay:
Cuando los hombres están cansados de afrentarlas y no pueden más, levantan un 
airoso vuelo y asunto concluido, pero las mujeres no, las mujeres se quedan firmes como 
los robles hasta que las ojeras hagan su casa propia en el terreno bien regado por las 
lágrimas, afrontando situaciones para las cuales nunca fueron preparadas, improvisando 
juegos con todas las inseguridades, y con los hijos que dejan de ser hijos para convertirse 
en cargas, en cargas demasiado pesadas para levantar el vuelo porque están demasiado 
amarradas, demasiado... (41 )50
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The author exposes the reality many women face when their husbands abandon 
them. Yanez Cossio explains the complexities for single women who must take 
responsibility of caring for their children and surviving by any means possible. Through 
Lupe’s story, the author wants her readers to understand the cycle of mistreatment that 
women and children have always endured. Boyles argues: “This passive situation is 
perpetuated partly by women's fear of change and of reprisal. Women have become 
unconscious participants in and collaborators in their own repression maintained by 
patriarchal society ”(95). For this reason, the author suggests that women must reject the 
assigned ideology of feminine passivity in order to create an identity that solely 
represents the feminine self.
To a certain extent, all the women working in the company, Christine Farrow, 
learn about the significance of feminine representation within the masculine social 
structure. By selling beauty products, Maria gains great insight into the exploitation 
experienced by all individuals as a result of consumerism. More importantly, Maria learns 
this by questioning the use of make-up and beauty products. In the novel, make-up is used 
to represent an alternative reality for the lives of each of the women selling and buying 
the products . Hence, the consumption of these products exposes the reality of 
consumerism and the compulsive qualities of a society obsessed with illusions. For 
example, the eight women selling the products are being exploited as sales personnel, 
while the women buying them are made to believe in the authenticity of the artificial, and 
therefore purchase the products. As Maria becomes aware of her participation in the 
consumption of material things, la mala amiga reinforces her thoughts: “¡el mundo de
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' economía, finanzas y producción que se vendrían abajo si dejara de existir la moda. Y qué 
limpia, íntegra y cabal sería la nueva mujer liberada de esas miserables cadenas!” (48)51.
Once María realizes the confines of her situation, she decides not to continue 
participating in the cycle of repression. She realizes a new path in life while doing a 
demonstration of beauty products: “María se asomó a la ventana y miró: las montañas 
azules, perdidas a lo lejos no limitaban sus posibilidades sino que se abrían como si 
estuvieran marcadas en un mapa invitándola a vivir” (286) . María reconstructs an 
authentic identity based on her ideology and definition of self and represents a new 
woman. She achieves a new reality only when she is able to define herself in terms 
opposite to those of the masculine discourse. When Maria achieves self-sufficiency and 
financial stability, the advice of la mala amiga is no longer needed, “de vez en cuando, la 
mala amiga de María volvía a su lado, pero su compañía ya no era necesaria” (290)53.
Although María achieves her own place in society, she realizes there need to be 
social improvements to benefit both sexes. Maria reflects that: “Las mujeres necesitan del 
hombre para enderezar el eje de la tierra. Había entonces que encontrar al Hombre. Y 
cuando se le encontrara había que desnudarle, ponerle al trasluz para mirarle los órganos 
más recónditos...había que comprobar cómo llevaba el germen de la vida” (290)54. Thus, 
Yánez Cossío proposes that both sexes must reconcile their differences in order to 
establish an equal balance leading to a social regeneration. Angulo explains a new social 
plan will take place once, “se destruyen los estereotipos establecidos y se propone una 
sociedad formada por mujeres y hombres nuevos”(26)55. Yo vendo unos oios negros 
suggests that the way to reconcile the differences between the sexes is for men to 
understand women's attributes in relation to their own, and therefore attribute equal 
importance to their skills. Both men and women have the responsibility of working
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together to unravel patriarchy and build a relationship based on equality. Both men and 
women must examine the validity of their consciousness to become aware of the social 
injustices imposed on each individual. Through the narrative, the author intends for her 
readers to question the social realities that will continue to affect all societies until they 
re-evaluate the established patriarchal systems. Chica explains: “La mujer no debe caer en 
su propia flagelación (mujeres contra mujeres) trampa evidentemente promovida por el 
hombre, y tiene que educarse para tomar conciencia del sistema opresivo. Es obvio que 
para que estas metas sean logradas, el hombre tiene que cambiar su manera de ser y 
actuar hacia la mujer”(87)56. The characters in the novel participate in gaining 
independence from the dominant system, and although the process may be slow, 
nevertheless it is an active process that needs the assistance of both men and women. Luis 
Vitale explains that the conjoined change of attitude of both sexes is a revolutionary 
concept, “no solo porque apunta a la destrucción del patriarcado sino porque también 
postula una sociedad alternativa al capitalismo, con un proyecto de vida cotidiana 
distinto, contrario al autoritarismo y al sistema de relaciones jerárquicas entre los seres 
humanos”(264)57.
The novel, Yo vendo unos oios negros exposes the exploitation of individuals 
under a patriarchal social structure and provides solutions for women to establish a 
feminine consciousness. Through Maria’s struggle, Yáñez Cossio illustrates for her 
readers the consequences of succumbing to inferiority, and through Maria’s recreation of 
her identity, she reinforces the abundant opportunities for women’s empowerment. Maria 
exemplifies “una mujer con iniciativa propia, dispuesta a luchar contra corriente para 
ayudarse a sí misma y también ayudar a las demás, es la propuesta de un feminismo que 
combate la clásica concepción de la mujer ‘pasiva’ opuesta a la naturaleza ‘activa’ ”
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(Angulo 26)58. Thus, María reclaims the real value of her femininity, presenting an anti- 
paradigmatic image as owner of herself.
Notes
1 “The alone individual does not exist: he exists surrounded by a society, immersed in a society, suffering in 
a society, fighting or hiding in a society.”
2 “Perhaps there will come a day in which women can take into account of what it means to be a woman: it 
is something more than being a human with the mission of directing life which is very easily lost when one 
loves, and not avid objects to be filled with the trinkets designed to accelerate the production of a paunchy 
manufacturer.”
3“that a woman’s function in the world is to be married and have children.”
4 “All was tranquil like a puddle of dirty water shining and smelling under the drowsiness of the sun, while 
thousands of parachutists practiced their acrobatic jumps on the water and were pleased with the image of 
their inverted reflections. Suddenly, someone, a stranger to the pond, threw a stone and the green scum film
' opened up like velvet curtains revealing their intimacies: piles of larvae slept floating in the rotten water. 
The horses of San Vicente, frightened, left what they were doing and fled to hide in their vegetable 
headquarters.”
5 “all the ponds are dried from the underdevelopment and the selfishness.”
6 La mala amiga translates to ‘the bad friend’. She is Maria’s alter ego and plays the role of catalyst to 
Maria’s feminist consciousness.
7 “ the entire world was doomed as a result of machismo.”
8 “The men did not adapt to the circumstances of being placed in the middle, they disappeared like the 
dinosaurs, and the women remained like the amazon owners and ladies of the land, with large ready 
laboratories to initiate an era of artificial insemination.”
9 “he should move to the side so that he could pass with all his problems and he should not be laughing and 
never indulge because he was a sad, shy and worried individual.”
10 “He was an individual who sought himself and was condemned by the cold and calculating society that 
enjoyed removing his blind stick and making him stumble on each comer to sink him more into the intricate 
forest of his psyche.”
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n“ In the story of the age of the muscle, the man became taller than the woman because he needed his legs 
and physical force to be able to walk the long days in order to hunt and feed on raw meat. He therefore was 
accustomed to look at all from above as if he had given life to all the existing things, developing his control 
of master and mister.”
12 “she was made smaller than the man, because to have children she did not need to be long but she needed 
to be wide, and she was busy in her life working with her hands and worrying along with the universe what 
had left her womb.”
13 “she was accustomed to look at things and beings from below, developing a submissive attitude, and 
remained in the position of stop and being seated, here women’s inferiority was bom.”
14 “a simple evolutionary process, which lasted so many centuries since no woman wanted to change 
because they were seated in the house getting fat, with their minds floating in nirvana, caring for the 
children that grew like plants around a tree, without any more responsibility than the kitchen, but since 
there was nothing else do but knitting or to play Chinese ladies or peeking through the neighbour’s 
windows or assembling another domesticate mess.”
15“It was necessary for women to work, leaving behind the intellectually rotten house, and the female 
professionalism was created, which brought laughter and joy go yielding and giving fruits and now who 
was the one who asked to stop the march?”
16 “The words of the "mala amiga" had produced in Maria and within her skeleton, a number of new 
sensations that were enriched in her being, bit by bit, like mosaics, until one day volatilized in thoughts 
which later became projects.”
I7“took time to incubate and then jumped the gun powder and reacted in an amazing way.”
18“the alone women, without the alleviation of the family, arrived at the solitude of their caves, penetrated 
of anguish and abandonment, desiring to engender a larva to have company, desiring that the stagnant 
water of the pond initiated something, perhaps toward freedom of the ocean, perhaps toward attaining a 
sense in life and being unable to find it.”
19 “then he sat down to read the newspaper intensely reading the sports pages, reliving the goals, the passes, 
the bets and the beers.” . V
20“ he eat it in the same way, whether it was good or bad, without saying a word, with a silence that froze 
the soup and erased any good intention.” f
21“attached by the umbilical cord, penis formed, boney, egg-shaped.”
This is a metaphor to show the unattractive qualities and uselessness of García.
22 “The woman is at the same time victim of the machismo and is also, in part, the cause of the problem, 
because the mother establishes the differences in the formation of the children.”
23 “and she even regretted having separated from García because basically all she was, was a woman 
absurdly timid and useless.”
24 “they educated her only to marry a García type man, because she naively believed that if she waited 
another year she would run out of bread, alone, a spinster, without support, without changing her name, 
untouched, helpless, unwanted.”
25 “weighs more than the gold.”
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26“dependence, possession, ownership, imposed by the social institutions.”
27 “to get married and have children, house and husband, husband children and house, children house and 
husband.”
28“without knowing where to begin.”
29Sucre, the Ecuadorian currency of that time.
30“the domestic space of the house (female private sphere), parallels the space of the office (male public 
sphere)”
31“if I had gone to university, I would not be there seated in the unemployed section, but the mother-in-law 
spoke of the criminal conventionalism associated with abandoning the home, which was considered the 
sanctuary o f the true woman.”
32 “Without wanting she read the door sign that was now upside down and did not say PRIVATE but 
ETAVIRP and she was left thinking what she should say: I come for the announcement that was in the 
newspaper.”
33“upon leaving, she felt the puncture of the looks from the other women in the waiting room. She felt 
humiliated for having to look for a job and the sensation of failure about being against many anonymous 
competitors.”
34 “she could have sworn that through the windows of the nearby buildings, the reflections of thousands of 
looks of familiar people, one of them being Garcia and his mother, they were laughing.”
35 “stupid-stupid-stupid-stupid.”
36“ the man continued asking and asking, armed with a magnifying glass he inspected her like an insect, and 
she was without defences, she was left to respond to that fatherly, affable and medical voice.”
37 “What is the function of the woman in the current world?”
38 “She being feel happy again. She surfaced the water of the pond. She swam and plunged to the edges 
seeking company, trying to communicate with any mala amiga, becoming combative as if she was 
continuously listening to Sibelius’ number 2. Then she was dedicated to sweeping up the dust of the house 
and fears of the soul, the trash and grief, and little by little she was changing and became another woman, 
although behind her remained the immense flock of women for whom the Buena Nueva of the 20th century 
was going to remain- and she was to remain—in the sociology books.”
39 “there wasn’t any sharp tongued rivalry between them which suggested the idea of, remove yourself so I 
can substitute”
40 “it was a group of women united by the need to work, the worst type of sisterhood that exists, all anxious 
to succeed over the other.”
41 “then they obeyed, like they have been doing for centuries, quiet, without changing their looks to suggest 
any type of defiance, without protest, to be bom only for receive orders, beings who lost their initiative 
from the moment the umbilical cord was cut, and the doctor diagnosed that it was a girl, and she was held 
by her feet and thrown into the pond, so that with time and custom she would be conditioned to be 
insignificant for not having a specific organ. The male brought forth a cause for celebration, sounding off 
twenty gunshots at birth instead of four, only four, were made when the princess was bom, the poor 
princess that was not going to be king.”
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42“before the male power, that is the law, the female subject should obey.”
43“ the honest men, the decent men, the intelligent men, the men that planned the products Christine Farrow 
of New York to be used and sold by stupid women.”
44 “the boss arrived with his private secretary that carried the weight of his hands, his feet, his tongue and 
his ears. Naturally she was a subordinated woman, because if  she was not, there would be an equal number 
of male and female secretaries.”
45 “they exploited the efficiency and performance of the subordinate woman because for many men, the 
beautiful girl is a sign of prestige in the office, especially when he says; ask my secretary. Make an 
appointment with my secretary. Tell my secretary.”
46 “There was Pilar, a secretary who looked for employment for many years. She wanted a stable job, with a 
salary that would cover the minimum necessities o f a modest home.”
47“ It was said that all the positions of secretaries were taken by girls who had bad work ethics. And they 
worked poorly because it was admissible for young ladies with economic possibilities and who had other 
economic opportunities arising from a social status, to be placed on top of others, they had a true vocation 
to be secretaries.”
48“ never become the secretary of a minister, timid and humble despite her efficiency, she did not even 
know how to move her hips, or to dress fashionable, or to answer the telephone with self confidence.”
49“Lupe thought it would be an impossible luxury to leave Work. Satisfied by maternity, hermaphrodite 
and androgynous by the circumstances, she knew that had to continue ahead, hi, who was going to care for 
the children if  she both the father and the mother?”
50 “When men are tired to the insults and cannot take it anymore, they get up and leave, matter is solved, but 
not for women, the women remain firm as the oak trees until the bags under the eyes are implanted on the 
land and the land is watered by their tears, confronting situations for which they were never prepared, 
improvising a play with insecurities, and with the children who stop being children are converted into 
baggage, heavy loads of baggage, too much...”
51 “the world of economy, finances and production would go downhill if  fashion did not exist. And how 
clean, integral and exact, would the new woman be, freed of those miserable chains.”
52 “Maria was ready to do a demonstration and sale of products and saw: the blue mountains, lost in the 
distance they did not limit their possibilities but they were opened as if they were marked in a map inviting 
her to live.”
53 “occasionally, the mala amiga of María returned by her side, but her company was no longer necessary.”
54 “Women need men to straighten the axis of the land. So it was needed to find Man. And when he was 
found, he would be stripped and placed to the light to examine his most hidden organs.. .it was that to be 
verified how he carried the germ of life.”
55 “the established stereotypes are destroyed and it is proposed that a new society be formed by the 
ideologies of the new women and men.”
56 “The woman should not fall in her own flagellation (women against women) trap evidently promoted by 
the man, and she has to be educated to become aware of the oppressive system. It is obvious that for these 
goals to be achieved, the man has to change his way of being and acting towards woman.”
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57“Not only because it aims at the destruction of the patriarchy but because it also advances an alternative 
society one opposed to capitalism, contrary to authoritarianism and to the system of hierarchical relations 
among human beings.”
58 “A woman with her own initiative, willing to fight against the current to help herself and also to help 




In the two novels that have been studied, Bruna. soroche v los tios and Yo vendo 
unos oios negros. Yanez Cossio describes the circumstance of the feminist perspective in 
Ecuador, and in great depth, describes the processes which can be implemented to 
challenge the inequalities of traditional and modem society. The author exposes the 
hardships of the marginalized community of women, and through the narrative of her 
characters, explores the conditions required to redefine and reclaim one’s identity. Most 
importantly, it is the act of defying the dominant discourse that allows the protagonists of 
the novels to achieve a state of true independence and self-sustainability. Yanez Cossio 
continually emphasizes the continual need for liberty and equality for womenand the 
denial of subordination by both sexes. She proposes that a change in ideology will result 
in a society that generates equality, respect, and the participation of a dialogue between 
men and women.
In both novels, there exists an overarching theme addressing the presence of the 
Other within society. The term describing the suppressing the power and actions of 
community groups deemed to be inferior compared to the dominant male powers. The 
author continually addresses the need for this categorization to exist, and illustrates the 
creation of the Other, and more importantly, how one can one can escape the difficulties 
that society enforces onto the Other.
In Bruna. soroche v los tios. the author criticizes Ecuadorian society for not 
wanting to accept the tme essence of its racial origin, and the denial of its indigenous 
roots. The author explains that females have been affected by racial and gender 
discrimination, resulting in a loss and distortion of their identity. Through Bruna’s
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struggle, the reader understands that women too pan create their own history, separate 
from their male counterparts. Bruna’s successful detachment of traditional customs 
showcases the ability of women to sustain themselves and not become victims of their 
environment. Bruna, María Illacatu, and Camelia Llorosa, have displayed a bold attempt 
to disassociate themselves from male dominance and control. Within each struggle, the 
narrative demonstrates how each woman must combat the prejudice and discrimination 
against her in order to survive. Both Maria Illacatu and Camelia Llorosa demonstrate 
resistance towards the established gender roles and Bruna’s feminist thinking. Bruna 
achieves social liberation by understanding her past and her gender. This knowledge 
gives her the foundation to change her current ideologies and reconstruct her identity 
based on her own definitions. Thus, Bruna denies being categorized as the Other and 
reinforces female empowerment with continuing to resist the oppressive gender and 
social norms. '
Each of the women analyzed in Bruna, soroche, v los tíos demands an equal place 
in society and will not conform to the traditional position allocated to her. Although each 
of the female characters initially maintained silence and was excluded from society, they 
question their authenticity since their own self-fulfillment depends upon it.Thus, through 
the characters, the author provides a new female perspective contrary to the dominant 
masculine figure, which is a permanent fixture in Latin American society. This new 
female perspective rejects the masculine domination that has traditionally ruled.
The novel Yo vendo unos oios negros illustrates the evolution of a new feminine 
consciousness and the subsequent difficulty in unburdening oneself from the oppressive 
social conditions. This consciousness is represented through the exploitation of the 
working women within the parameters of a patriarchal capitalist system. The protagonist
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Maria rebels against these demands by reacting consciously to the injustices of a 
consumer society that regards women as another piece of a system that continuously 
creates money.
Maria comes to the realization of her social exploitation with the help of many 
people, who expose her to the differences between male and female relationships. Once 
Maria is employed she is absorbed by the capitalist system, and finds herself consumed 
by an ideology governed by money and oppression. She realizes that women are used as 
social commodities, and makes it her duty to disassociate herself from such an 
environment. The author criticizes consumerism as the destroyer of both sexes and 
proposes the idea of a new system in which men and women can create a different 
socioeconomic order where each individual can develop his or her own potential, 
regardless of gender presuppositions.
The novel proposes that it is necessary to change the ideologies of the sexes and 
create a society where all are independent and free from societal norms. Handelsman 
describes the solution that Yáñez Cossio offers as, “la rebelión y la resistencia de Maria 
no se limitan a un conflicto entre los sexos; la transformación de relaciones entre hombre 
y mujer exige un esfuerzo común” (900)12. Thus, this society of new men and women 
would change the current socioeconomic situation which devalues individuals solely for 
monetary gain.
The female characters studied, in particular, Bruna Illacatu and Maria represent 
different perspectives of the female plight within Ecuadorian society. These characters 
show that change is attainable with the dismantling of the established dominant power. 
Yáñez Cossio advocates the idea of equality within a new social system, which 
encourages the individual's liberation within class, race and gender discourses. This is to
8 8
be accomplished with the collaboration of both men and women; a united front working 
together to attain equality. Yanez Cossio denounces the moral and social prejudices that 
go against the elemental rights of women. It is also important to note that the works 
presented also aim to dismantle all types of injustices that degrade the human being and 
advocate equality as a medium to benefit both sexes. The author shows that 
enlightenment can be achieved through the transition and growth of an individual. Each 
individual is responsible for determining the significance of one’s identity, and by doing 
so, has the ability to attain liberation from social norms.
:. Notes
uIn Yo vendo unos oios neeros the rebellion and resistance of Maria is not merely a conflict 
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Alicia Yánez Cossío
Alicia Yánez Cossío was bom on September 10,1928 in Quito, Ecuador. She has 
become a prominent figure in Ecuadorian literature for exploring multiple themes 
including politics, feminism and Latin American society. In particular, Yánez Cossio’s 
work is distinct from that of other female Ecuadorian writers as she expresses the 
struggles and intolerance of Ecuadorian women while not making her protagonists 
victims of the obstacles of patriarchy. Within Yánez Cossio’s work, we see women who 
react to social injustices and represent themselves by their own terms in order to achieve 
personal dignity and liberation. The female characters in her novels rebel against the 
moral, social and religious prejudices that impede the basic rights of women. Pedro Jorge 
Vera describes Yánez Cossio’s female protagonists as follows:
La mujer ecuatoriana ha dejado de ser la sumisa ama de casa que era hasta el 
primer tercio del siglo, ahora la vemos dinámica, creadora, rotunda lo mismo en la 
política que en la administración, en la cátedra, en el parlamento, en la judicatura. Una 
muestra de que si económica y socialmente seguimos inmersos en la subdesarrollo, no lo 
estamos tanto en el terreno de la liberación femenina, (qtd. in Coveña 12)
More importantly, through her literature Yánez Cossio’s provides a voice for the 
socially marginalized groups, including women and the indigenous communities of 
Ecuador. Yánez Cossio’s literary portfolio includes novels, poetry, children’s books and 
short stories. She is considered to be one of Ecuador's best known writers, and described 
as a feminist who strives to shed light on the women who are ignored within Ecuadorian 
society. Esthetically, Yánez Cossío incorporates a variety of literary techniques into her 
writing, including soliloquies, magic realism, and humor.
Yánez Cossío completed her elementary studies at the Colegio de los Sagrados 
Corazones in Santo Domingo. For her secondary schooling, she enrolled in the 
mathematics program, but quickly lost interest in the subject. During her senior year, she
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won a scholarship from the Instituto de Cultura Hispánica for her editorial work on Isabel 
La Católica. This scholarship allowed her to study journalism at the post secondary level 
at the Escuela de Periodismo de Madrid from 1952 to 1953.
After completing her studies, Yáñez Cossio traveled to Cuba where she met Luis 
Campos Martinez, a Cuban law student. They got married the following year in 1952. 
With the birth of her twin daughters a few years later, Yáñez Cossio began writing short 
stories, which emphasized the nostalgia she felt for her homeland.
. .v Between 1956 and 1960, Yáñez Cossio relocated to Guantanamo, Cuba with her 
husband and children. However, the impeding political situation of the country at that 
time forced her to return to Quito, where she permanently resided. From the years 1970 to 
1983, Yáñez Cossio taught Spanish and Ecuadorian culture at the Academia Cotopaxi to 
foreigners and the children of American diplomats stationed in the country. After 
teaching, Yáñez Cossio was continuously involved in the Ecuadorian literary world. At 
the present, she teaches Talleres de Creatividad at the Liceo Internacional in Quito, a 
position she has held since 1988.
Alicia began her literary career as a poet but has achieved much of her success 
with her novels. In 1963, she began writing her first book, Bruna, soroche y los tíos. 
When the novel was complete, it was entered in the literary competition, Bienal de 
Novela de la Casa de la Cultura Ecuatoriana, under the title La Ciudad Dormida. The 
novel was also entered in the Concurso Nacional de Novela and won first prize. It was 
first published in 1972 and released in three later editions, translated into English and also 
adapted into an English Braille edition in the United States.
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In 1979, Yánez Cossio’s second novel, Yo Vendo unos oios negros was 
published. Like her previous novel, this book is about with the independence of the 
protagonist, Maria. Literary critic Hernán Rodríguez Castelo describes the novel as 
“desoladora sobre la condición de la mujer en nuestra sociedad corrupta por el dinero y el 
sexo, mundo subdesarrollado en que se halla desprotegida por su falta de preparación y 
experiencia, ingenuidad y debilidad.”(qtd. in Coveña 12)
The following year, in 1980, Más allá de las islas. Yánez Cossio’s third novel, was 
published. The story deals with the vicissitudes of eight principal characters who search 
for the absolute pure form of life in the Galapagos Islands. The novel can be seen as a 
parable about man's destiny: innocence -  redemption -  paradise.
The fourth novel, La Cofradía del mullo del vestido de la Virgen nipona was 
published in 1985. It focuses on four characters who retell historical and political events 
that occurred in their town and country. The novel looks at the themes of religious 
manipulation, political corruption, ignorance and naivety.
In 1989, Yánez Cossio published the novel La casa del sano placer. The
V
protagonist, Doña Rita Benavides, has a new project to open a school to bring positive 
insight to prostitution and the women who work in the profession. Ironically, in the Casa 
del sano placer the prostitutes learn about the history of the profession as well as morality 
and religion. Once the women decide to stop working at the brothel, they meet a priest 
who influences them to become his disciples.
Yánez Cossio has gained recognition for her accomplishments in literature and 
has become one of Ecuador’s most critically acclaimed authors. She has been honored
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with numerous awards including the Condecoración al Mérito Cultural de Primera Clase 
from the Gobierno Naciona in 1990. That same year she became a Miembro 
correspondiente de la Academia Ecuatoriana de la Lengua, and has held multiple 
positions on different literary committees. Most recently, Yáñez Cossio has published two 
additional novels and continues to impress Ecuador’s literary world with her critiques of 
Latin American feminist issues.
